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By HOWARD LIU and
AHMED DOUGHRI
Staff Writers
For business students who aspire to corporate
success, ethical decision making can take a
back seat to reaching career goals.
Yet, ethics is a matter of tremendous importance and relevance to students, said Larry

Zicklin, whom Baruch’s business school is
named after. As part of the Ethics Week
Program on campus, an open forum was held
with Zicklin last Thursday. The forum’s topic
was on the relationships between ethical behavior in the academic and business worlds as well
as on the recently drafted “Student Guide to
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Recently, the Baruch College Auxiliary
Enterprise Corporation has made decisions that
have or will directly affect students at Baruch.
These decisions include the placement of a new
copier machine in the Vertical Campus building, a contract with Pepsi-Cola, and $450,000
in funding for the college.
Now, in the Vertical Campus building, students have access to a copier machine located
on the second floor near the elevators.
Supplied by Copico Inc., (the company that has
provided Baruch with all of the copiers in the
library), this machine was installed at Baruch’s
request.
Still, some students have voiced their concerns over the cost of each copy. “I think the
copier is in a convenient location, but is too
expensive,” said Amanda Hurley, an accounting major at Baruch.
“The price should be more like 10 cents to
match the competition across the street,” she
added.
“We wanted to experiment with having a
copier in a central location,” said David
Garlock, Chair of the Auxiliary Enterprise
Corporation and Modern Languages professor
at Baruch. “This was based on students’
needs,” he added.
This experiment will determine whether additional copiers should be placed outside of the
library, in the VC building. If volume proves to
be low from this copier, then no other copiers
will be installed. However, if volume is high,
then more copiers will be placed around campus.
“The copier is located exactly where it should
be. It is perfect for those last-minute copies and
it is also right near the elevators,” said Risto
Pussim, a Baruch student.
The existing copiers already bring in $10,000
in commission. This money then goes to the
corporation for allocation.
The Auxiliary Enterprise Corporation consists
of 11 officers: three administration, three facul-

ty members and five students. The corporation
is a governing board that manages auxiliary
services such as the bookstore, food and vending and copier services. They also provide
scholarships for students.
The Auxiliary Enterprise Corporation
receives funds from coin and card-operated
machines and with those revenues it allocates
funds from an annual budget for a variety of
services. The corporation funds the commencement at Madison Square Garden, lounge furniture and other associated expenses and activities.
“Having graduation at Madison Square
Garden is a great opportunity. It is a lovely
event and that comes out of the allocation from
the funds,” said Garlock.
Starting April 1, students will notice a change
in the soft drinks that are offered on campus.
PepsiCo received pouring rights, which grants
them exclusivity on campus.
This came about when Baruch issued a
request for a proposal. This provided a bidding
opportunity for pouring rights at Baruch. Two
companies showed interest, the Coca-Cola
Bottling Company of New York and PepsiCola, which won the bid.
The contract was signed and it states that
Baruch will only sell Pepsi products. “An
advantage of having Pepsi products is that [we]
get revenue from the awardee,” said Garlock.
“Baruch College is a great market for Pepsi
because it is the most diverse college in the
nation and thus diversity will be represented by
Pepsi. Therefore, both parties can mutually
benefit from the agreement,” said Adina
Wododo, a marketing student.
Although the only commitment that Baruch
agreed to in the contract was that the school
will only sell Pepsi products exclusively, it is
not based on how many bottles or cans are sold.
This contract is good for five years and will
provide Baruch with $60,000 in revenue per
year, a total of $300,000 for the duration of the
contract. This revenue will go to the auxiliary
See BARUCH, Page 7

Amidst a college-wide deficit, Baruch administrators said last week that they will gradually
reverse the 3-year-old enrollment policy for the
Fall and subsequent semesters that have
reduced class sizes and helped improve the
quality of education at Baruch.
The former policy, instituted after the Fall
2001 semester, actively sought to scale down
high undergraduate student numbers from the
late 1990s so that Baruch could become
CUNY’s flagship school and the Association to
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB) could reaccredit the Zicklin School
of Business. At the same time, it was planned
that increases in the number of graduate students who pay higher tuition rates than undergraduates would replenish the loss of revenue
associated with undergraduate downsizing.
However, in the last few years, the number of
graduate students – many of whom are international students – have substantially decreased
on account of terrorism, stringent immigration
laws, SARS, soaring tuition rates and the recent
See ENROLLMENT, Page 9

e-Permit to
Streamline
Transfer Credits
By JENNIFER BLECHER
Copy Editor
On Feb. 23, the CUNY Board of Trustees
unanimously approved a new system whereby
students would be able to take credit courses for
their major at other CUNY campuses. The new
system, called e-Permit, would allow students
to file online requests for courses at another college.
“This is something that’s been worked on for
a number of years,” said Rita Rodin, the university director of public information. “The
chancellor’s philosophy is that this is an integrated university and that all the resources of
the university should be available to students.”
Previously, the process for taking courses
elsewhere was a clumsy one. Students would
have to receive permission from their department, then from their home campus, and then to
apply at the other campus would require the
college and department’s approval. The new
site will streamline the process.
“It will make it easier for students to take
courses that might not be available at their own
college but might fit into their major as either
an elective or part of their required courses,”
said Rodin.
“Sometimes there’s just a slightly different
twist in the way the material is presented. Or
they might want to take a course with a particular professor, maybe that has written a book
they’ve read but teaches at another college,”
she added.
According to a survey done by Vice President
of Enrollment James Murphy last fall, more
than 30 percent of Baruch students work more
than 30 hours per week. This will benefit them
by making it easier to find courses that fit into
their schedules.
Another problem that students faced was getting credit for courses completed at other campuses. “Previously it was a local decision.
See CUNY, Page 7
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Later Hours Proposed
For Daycare Center
By AYESHA AJAZ
Contributing Writer
The Baruch College Early Learning Center
was established at 104 East 19th St. 15 years
ago. Soon, it will no longer be found at its current address as its lease expires in roughly two
and a half years.
A number of commuting Baruch students
bring their children to the center where the children are provided with a wide variety of activities that assists in the children’s healthier development. This center is not a drop-off, like other
day cares. Additionally, it charges a nominal
childcare fee of $10 a day, regardless of the
amount of time a child spends in the center.
Parents are worried about what they will do in
the event that the center is moved or shut down.
To date, no concrete plans have been passed
or approved by the board of directors for the
Early Learning Center, although the issue has
been brought up several times during meetings.
“Two and a half years is not much time, [considering] the possibility of perhaps having to do
some construction or to redesign a space,” said
Sam Johnson, vice president of Student
Development and member of the Board. He
stressed the need to come up with a final program of relocation. “All we have is an awareness that the lease is going to expire.”
Another development in the Early Learning

Center is a possible extension of its open hours.
Currently, the center operates between 8:45
a.m. and 6:45 p.m. It was suggested at an
Undergraduate Student Government meeting
that the hours be extended to 10 p.m. Anne
Austin, director of the Early Learning Center is
opposed to this suggestion.
According to Austin, it is not practical to
extend the hours this late because many students commute to Baruch and thus, it would
take them at least an hour to take their children
back home. If they go to bed that late, they
would be tired and grouchy in the following
mornings and therefore unable to participate in
the activities at the center. “They are little
kids,” said Austin. “They don’t have the
resources to sustain this kind of demand.”
One parent and Baruch student, Leonie
Atanagana, agrees with Austin. “What time are
they going to bed and what time are they going
to get up in the morning?” she asked. “I don’t
think it is a good idea.”
However, Raquel Shephard, a young mother,
thought that it might be good to have extended
hours. Parents can leave their children in a
secure and professional environment for later
hours instead of looking for other inefficient
and expensive daycare centers, she said.
Unless the Board recognizes a specific need
existing among student parents for extended
hours at the center, nothing will be approved.

Two-Candidate Election Will
Have Bills Attached
By MARCIA BARRAN
Editor-in-Chief
The Undergraduate Student Elections for the
2004-05 school year may only be a race for one
position, but Baruch College officials are still
getting in gear to accommodate the race for the
presidency.
This spring’s elections – a single race for the
presidency between the incumbent and leader
of the newly formed political party UNITY,
Adrian Lovell, and independent candidate Sime
Marnika – may be a far cry from last year’s barrage of 97 candidates competing for 45 open
positions. But plans for voting machines, personnel and advertising are already in the works.
“All other positions are off the ballot,” said
Carl Aylman, director of Student Life, who is in
charge of putting together the details of the
elections. Aylman added that this year it will be
quicker for each student to vote because there is
only one position in contention.
Last year’s grand-scale election required
three machines to handle the number of students that were anticipated to vote. “I’ll probably cut it back to two machines [this year],”
said Aylman. “One prime [machine] and one
back-up.”
Each machine can handle up to 999 votes.
Aylman said that if more than 1,998 students
turn up at the polls (the maximum number of
votes the two machines can handle combined)
the paper in the machines that tabulates all of
the information will have to be switched. The
poll machines will be rented from Election
Machine Service located in Woodside, N.Y., a
company that typically rents out machines for
condominium and union elections. Each
machine will cost $900.
In addition to voting machines that will have
to be ordered, workers will also have to be
hired to man the polls. The actual voting days
will span a period of three days and the polls
will be open for a total of 10 hours each day.
Aylman said that two people will be hired with
each person working a total of 30 hours for the
three-day period. The estimated cost to pay
each poll worker is $15 per hour.
Aylman said that the individuals who will be
hired to operate the voting machines will be
“independent, impartial, unaffiliated poll workers.” As in past years, this year the election
committee will again look for personnel who
have no connection whatsoever to Baruch
College as well as no interest in the outcome of
an undergraduate student election in order to
keep the polls unbiased. Workers are usually
employed from the Board of Elections or temporary employment agencies.
Additionally, the Baruch Computing and
Technology Center will have to load data for

the entire undergraduate student body into the
machines. This is done so that no student votes
twice. If an attempt is made to cast a second
vote, the machine will not allow the second
vote to be processed.
“It’s going to be the responsibility of the
UNITY party, [Lovell], and [Marnika] to get
the word out about the vote,” said Aylman. He
added that in addition to word-of-mouth advertising, posters announcing the voting dates will
be displayed around the school.
“You have a very strong incumbent party – it
was an open grab,” said Aylman, comparing the
vast difference between last year’s elections
and this year’s elections. “If you go back a couple of years, it was a coronation without a single ballot being cast,” said Aylman. He cited an
example two years ago in which the incumbent
party at that point had no opponents, thereby
abandoning the need for an election. “This year

“We’re committing resources,” said Aylman. “Once
we made some of the commitments, we’re stuck with
them.”
we had nobody forming any opposition party,”
Aylman added.
Since voting provisions must be made weeks
in advance, Marnika was asked if he had any
reservation about dropping out of the presidential race. Aylman wanted to make sure that if
arrangements were made and monies paid for
voting machines and hiring poll workers,
Marnika would not drop out of the race at the
last moment. “We’re committing resources,”
said Aylman. “Once we made some of the commitments, we’re stuck with them.”
Aylman said that the cost of the election has
already been built into the Undergraduate
Student Government budget. Therefore, to have
an election would not cause the school to incur
additional costs.
The Undergraduate Student Elections will
take place from April 20-22 and voting
machines will be located in the first floor lobby
of the Vertical Campus. There will be a presidential debate held on April 15 from 1 p.m. – 2
p.m.
In the elections for the representatives for the
Graduate Student Assembly for the 2004-2005
school year, there were no oppositions. Out of
nine vacant positions, five went to the only students who ran: David McLawrence, Kevin
Bob, Vadim Fridkin, Sharon Keenan, Izhar
Sharon and James Deckinger. There are still
four vacancies.
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Sick Building Syndrome
and the Vertical Campus
By TAKENORI KANEDA
Contributing Writer
In the Vertical Campus, there are many flat
beams—vertical poles reaching from one end
of the building to another—which have the
potential to collect dust. A large amount of dust
in a given area may lead to unhealthy outcomes.
Looking down on the beams in the Vertical
Campus, one may see “discoloration” created
by dust. Nathaniel Younger, a Baruch student
said that the dust is “probably unhealthy.”
Other students have expressed similar concerns
but many have not noticed the dust until they
were asked how they felt about it. But how
much of a health concern is Baruch’s dust
build-up?
According to the Environmental Protection
Agency, there are situations in which a building
can cause unhealthy outcomes to occupants of
a particular building. This medical condition
was recognized by the World Health
Organization in 1982 and was dubbed Sick
Building Syndrome. The EPA said that SBS
arises in “situations in which building occupants experience acute health and comfort
effects that appear to be linked to time spent in
a building, but no specific illness or cause can
be identified.” Some of the symptoms include
headaches, irritation of eyes, ears, or nose,

dizziness and coughing etc. The EPA said that
SBS could be caused by inadequate ventilation,
chemical contaminants from indoor and outdoor regions and biological contaminants.
None of the above includes dust as a direct possible cause of SBS.
Dust may not directly cause SBS but it can
cause asthma and allergies. The American Lung
Association said that dust mites (microscopic
spiders found in dust) are a “trigger” that “can
set off an allergic/asthmatic reaction in [one’s]
lungs and other parts of your body.” It is not
known how much dust is needed to cause an
allergic reaction, but the ALA does recommend
cleaning up surface dust as often as possible.
One Baruch student, who is sensitive to dust
and prefers to remain unnamed said, “I don’t
have allergies [in the Vertical Campus]. I don’t
think it’s a problem.”
Frank Antonucci, director of Administrative
Services Out of Campus Facilities and
Operations for Baruch, said that the beams
were cleaned a month ago. He was aware of
SBS and he said that there is most likely nothing to worry about.
According to Antonucci, the Baruch staff was
equipped with vacuums with long polls and
cleaned the beams. He added that the cleaning
procedure was very time consuming, very hard
to accomplish, and very expensive.

Harman Writer-in-Residence
McCann Gives Reading
By JANA SCHIOWITZ
Staff Writer
Many gathered last Tuesday to listen to a
reading by Irish novelist Colum McCann,
Baruch’s Spring 2004 Sidney Harman Writerin-Residence. The event was held in the
Engelman Recital Hall and included readings
from McCann and questions from the audience.
Roslyn Bernstein, journalism professor and
director of the Sidney Harman Program
explained what the program is all about. “We
have had poets, playwrights, journalists and fiction writers,” said Bernstein. The Harman program, currently in its sixth year, has had 12
Writers-in-Residence.
When the Harman Advisory Committee met
to select the program’s next writer, McCann
stood out. “He’s very nurturing and passionate
for young writers,” said Bernstein. “The committee wanted an Irish writer and McCann
combines Irish writing with poetic voice,” she
said.
“This is the most extraordinary position for a
writer to be in,” said McCann, commenting on
the program. He went on to say how comfortable Baruch has made him feel. “[They] have
made me feel like I’m home.” McCann is currently teaching a Fiction Writing workshop to a
class of 20 students. “There is power and passion behind their [his students’] stories,” he
said.
The first piece McCann read was “Fishing the
Slow-Black River,” which won the Rooney
Prize for Irish Literature in 1994. It is a story
about the country during the 1970s and 1980s
and immigration. McCann said the idea for this
piece came from a dream he had.
An immigrant himself, McCann feels that his
leaving Ireland has shaped his writing. “People
have no real place, but are comfortable in most
places,” McCann said. “My subject is exile.”
McCann started writing at the age of 23 after
visiting his grandfather in a nursing home. “I
loved hearing story after story,” said McCann.
When he was 28, McCann published his work.
His second reading selection came from “This
Side of Brightness,” one of his novels as well as
a New York Times Book Review “Notable
Book of the Year.” It is a story chronicling the
lives of workers who built and others who lived
in the New York City subway tunnels. To write
this book, McCann lived with homeless individuals in the subway tunnels.
“There is so much more that goes into a man
or a woman,” said McCann as he explained
how he wrote this novel not really knowing the
history of the homeless.
“Write towards what you want to know,”
McCann said. “It’s a process of discovery.”
McCann’s brilliant works struck audience
members. “He’s an innovative and inspiring
writer who adds true flavor to today’s fiction,”

said Hedin Bernard, a journalism student at
Baruch.
The reading, which was co-sponsored by the
English Department, the Weissman School of
Arts and Sciences, the Harman Advisory
Committee and Poets and Writers, invited
guests to a reception prior to the event.
McCann also read two portions from his most
recent novel “Dancer,” which is a fictional portrait of Rudolf Nureyev, a world famous
Russian dancer.
“I have a small office at home where I listen
to Van Morrison or David Gray,” said McCann,
remarking on his writing process. “You have to
find a little place away and sit down and keep
working on it.”
McCann’s work has appeared in The New
Yorker, New York Times Magazine, GQ and
The Times of London. For his novel “Dancer,”
McCann received the Irish Novel of the Year
Award. Other awards include the Butler
Literary Award, the Writer of the Year Award
from Esquire Magazine and the Hennessy
Award for Irish Writing.
When asked what aspiring writers should do,
McCann’s advice was the same that he used to
become a successful novelist. “It’s important if
you want to be a writer to read a lot,” said
McCann. “Imitate the great ones by merging
voices. Then, you will find your voice.”
Alumnus Sidney Harman funds the Sidney
Harman
Writer-In-Residence
Visiting
Professorship. This program provides students
with classes and workshops, creative writing
prizes and guest lectures. Harman believes that
“good writing…is not merely transference of
fully formed material from brain to paper.
Writing is an act of magical creation; writing is
discovery.” For more information on the program, or to apply for the Fall 2004 workshop,
contact Professor Roslyn Bernstein at
Roz_Bernstein@baruch.cuny.edu.

Harman Writer-In-Residence Colum McCann
gives a reading at the Engelman Recital
Hall. (Photo/Aaron Siegel)
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Baruch Hosts First Ethics Week
Deloitte Exec Gets Down
to Business and Ethics
By JENNIFER BLECHER
Copy Editor
Mercia Weyand approached a table at the
back of Room 4-250 and asked those seated to
move to a table closer to the front. “I want to
make the room look full to him,” she said. But
no one budged, and it didn’t matter, because the
room was packed within minutes.
“Impressive group. Very impressive,” said
Harold Tinkler, chief ethics and compliance
officer at Deloitte and Touche LLP, as he
entered the room. He came Tuesday to address
students, alumni and members of the business
community on the topic, “New Climate, New
Demands: Today’s Corporate Ethics.” It was
the second event of Baruch’s inaugural Ethics
Week.
“We created Ethics Week, not to confine the
discussion of ethics to a week, but to draw
attention to its importance as we work to infuse
the curriculum with a clear understanding of
what ethical conduct requires,” said Steve
Lilien, director of the Center of Financial
Integrity.
“Baruch enjoys a unique and important relationship with Deloitte and Touche,” Lilien said.
The firm has participated in the campus’s
Executives-on Campus program, hired Baruch
graduates and has funded a research project on
corporate audit committees.
“We are delighted to have Mr. Tinkler here as
a natural extension of an already rewarding
partnership,” Lilien said.
Tinkler came to address the effect on the
financial world of the scandals at companies
like Enron, Arthur Anderson, Worldcom and
Tyco that filled newspaper headlines over the
past few years.
“The Enron and Anderson affair has damaged
my profession and undermined the public’s
confidence in the financial profession,” he said.
“I never imagined we’d be in such a spotlight.”
He blamed the bulk of corporate scandals on
the dot-com frenzy that overtook the country in
the late ‘90s-early ‘00s. During that period the
emphasis was on hype and derivatives. “Oldfashioned bricks and mortar businesses were
thought to be relics of the past. Business ethics
took a back seat to the internet bubble,” he said,
adding “I think we all have some soul searching
to do.”
“We’re living in an age of higher expectations,” he said. “The business climate has
changed and so have the demands.”
Tinkler named three elements that he deemed
necessary to create a “culture of ethics in our
society,” which he termed the “three C’s.” First
is the culture itself, which he said comes down
to the company’s leadership, and cannot merely be conveyed by standard, written guidelines.
“Enron had a wonderful code of ethics, bound
into a beautiful book that you can get as a collector’s item on eBay,” he said.

Second are controls, which are rapidly being
put into place in the wake of the collapsing corporations, especially through the SarbanesOxley Act, which Congress passed in 2002, and
has made accounting a regulated profession.
Finally, there is awareness of consequences.
Martha Stewart, who is widely seen as a scapegoat for corporate fraudsters, is facing up to 20
years behind bars. Other players in the corporate fraud arena have already been found guilty,
and still others await trial. John Rigas, former
CEO of Adelphia, along with his two sons, is
currently on trial for charges that he “improperly used the company’s money for his own purposes.” They each face up to 100 years in
prison.
Tinkler thinks that prison sentences will act as
a good deterrent for future business leaders
who may ponder a trip down the wrong path.
“What’s been done is good for the system,” he
said. “This is an opportunity to renew and
strengthen the underpinnings of the profession.”
He had a few predictions for the future of his
profession. Number one was that there will
eventually be more corporate scandals. “It’s an
unfortunate part of the marketplace,” he said.
“Capitalism attracts ambition—and, unfortunately, greed. If someone is bound and determined to lie, cheat and steal, he can probably
get away with it—for a while.” Second was that
there will be calls for more regulations of the
accounting profession. And third, that the profession will be more outspoken about ethics
and integrity.
“There is no client large enough to ruin our
reputation for,” Tinkler said of his company.
When it comes to issues between management
and accountants over filing proper reports he
said, “The right answer is to get the right
answer, no matter how long it takes. The cost of
a mistake today is a lot greater than the cost of
a delay.”
Although the primary focus of his speech
was on the effect of recent accounting scandals
on his profession, he did stop to address how it
all relates to the college experience. “I’m concerned about the message that students are
picking up that it’s OK to cut corners and cheat
the system. These are our future corporate leaders, lying, cheating, stealing,” he said.
He commended Baruch on initiating Ethics
Week.
“Having this event is really a testament to
your college’s determination,” he said.
Tinkler is a 35-year veteran of Deloitte and
Touche. He serves on the Professional Ethics
Committee of the Connecticut Society of
Public Accountants, is an active board member
for the Inner-City Foundation, The Child
Guidance Center, The United Way of Stamford
and the Wilton Y. He holds a Bachelor of
Science degree from Hunter College.

Speaker Examines Conflicts
Between Money and Med Research
By JENNIFER BLECHER
Copy Editor
Ethics problems are not merely a symptom of
the business world.
Josephine Johnston, LLB, an associate for
Ethics, Law, and Society at The Hastings
Center, came to discuss the ethical issues in the
management of financial conflicts-of-interest in
biomedical research on Thursday during club
hours.
It was one of a series of events scheduled last
week for Baruch’s inaugural Ethics Week.
Her presentation was the result of research
she conducted with the Hastings Center.
“This is quite a hot topic in bioethics right
now,” said Johnston, a New Zealander who has
been here in the States for three years.
“Some people ask, ‘Why don’t you care about
other conflicts-of-interest like family loyalty or
political interests or religious beliefs?’” she
said. “It might be that this is America and it’s
money,” she said.
Johnston gave a list of examples of financial
conflicts of interest—consultant fees, contingency fees, fees for getting more subjects, fees
for getting a certain result, royalty fees, patents,
stock shares and ownership in companies.
“The real question is, what is important in
bioethical research and how do financial issues
threaten that?” she said.
In cases where research includes human subjects, the primary obligation of a researcher is
obvious, she said. “But when there are no
human subjects, you still have an obligation to
colleagues, and to the public that funds your
research.” When financial incentives are
offered by drug companies, for example,
research can be compromised.
In 1999, Jesse Gelsinger, 18, died as a result
of participating in a gene therapy study at the
University of Pennsylvania. He had a pre-existing liver condition but was managing it with a
combination of drugs and diet. After his deathit was found the that director of the Institute
conducting the research, James M. Wilson,
owned stock in Genovo, the company that
financed research at the Institute.
“The most interesting allegation was this conflict-of-interest in the company that would have
stood to profit from this trial,” said Johnson.
Financial conflicts-of-interest are not limited to
researchers. The FDA, which is tasked with
drug oversight, can get in on the fun as well.
In March 2000, Rezulin, a diabetes drug, was
yanked off the market after being linked to 63
deaths. It was later revealed that the FDA had
received money from Warner-Lambert Co. in
order to receive a “fast track” approval.
“Some people don’t think it’s a big deal
because research is peer-reviewed before it is
published. These two cases seem to indicate
that this isn’t necessarily so,” said Johnston.
“And there is a lot of talk about public trust. It
is pivotal to research in this country and if this

is called into question then the whole thing falls
down,” she said.
Johnston blamed the emergence of these
issues on a climactic change in the United
States. “There’s been a large cultural shift in the
country from ‘you do research for the good of
the public’ to ‘you do research to make
money,’” she said. Currently over one-third of
researchers receive funding from industry
sponsors.
“There has been a trend to patent and commercialize results of studies even when it was

“There’s been a large cultural shift in the country
from ‘you do research for
the good of the public’ to
‘you do research to make
money.’”
funded by the public,” she said. Johnston mentioned that India is one country where patents
do not exist for drugs, and that the climate of
sharing research and putting drugs on the market is much better than that of the United States,
which is now pressuring India to observe international copyright laws.
While funders, institutions and journals all
have policies concerning the disclosure of
financial conflicts-of-interest, Johnston is skeptical. “The more rules you have, the more people you have thinking about ways to get around
them,” she said.
Johnston also expressed displeasure at the
scope of current policies. “It’s troubling to me
that the No. 1 policy is disclosure. It’s like, if
you admit it, that’s it, I’m free,’” she said. Her
belief is that these rules only deal with symptoms of a much larger problem, which is a
decline of virtue in society. She provided two
solutions: education and systemic change.
Professor Joel Brind, of the Natural Sciences
department, disagreed with Johnston’s view of
private vs. public funds. “There’s this whole
mentality of ‘Corporations BAD, government
GOOD,” he said. “There’s just as much potential for corruption on either side.” Johnston
agreed, and re-emphasized the need for education so that money wouldn’t be an issue regardless of the source.
Johnston is a lawyer trained in New Zealand
with a Master’s degree in bioethics and health
law from the University of Otago.
She was invited here by Professor Seymour
Schulman, of the Natural Sciences department,
who taught an Honors College seminar last
year on bioethics.
“The reason I taught that course and got so
interested in this is because, in my first year
teaching Freshman Seminar, I was just amazed
by the students there, who were all like, ‘Get an
A, do what it takes,’” he said.

Larry Zicklin Explores Ethics From the Boardroom to the Classroom
Contined from front
Academic Integrity at Baruch College,” which
appeared in last year’s Nov. 17 issue of The
Ticker. The draft document is intended to spur
discussion and can be found online on Baruch’s
home page under Ethics Week Program.
Zicklin commended Baruch’s efforts to
address ethics in education. Yet he cautioned
the importance of ethics “is not in the statement
but in the implementation.”
“Without implementation, a draft is just a
piece of paper,” Zicklin said. He added that
both in business and in education there are
seductions to compromise ethics. “Everybody
makes mistakes, but cheating is a giant mistake,
and we should be ruthless about ethical lapses.”
In his speech, Zicklin connected the importance of ethics to the value of a Baruch degree
and the school’s reputation. For example, students cheating to get ahead would ultimately
undermine the school’s reputation. “A reputation takes years to build, but can be lost in a
minute,” Zicklin said.
“I’m sure most of the people we read in the
scandals today did not start out as being dishonest.” Zicklin used the Martha Stewart case
to illustrate. He does not believe she started out

as an unethical businessperson but added that
she made a momentary error. “Once you lose
your reputation, it’s virtually impossible to get
it back,” Zicklin said.
“Compromise after compromise leads you
down to a slippery slope,” said Zicklin. In the
audience, Professor Alvin Booke of the management department added, “A lie eventually
takes on a life of itself.” He also said that a student caught cheating might have been cheating
all along as opposed to it simply being a
“momentary error.”

“Everybody makes mistakes, but cheating is a
giant mistake, and we
should be ruthless about
ethical lapses.”
“Is education and business different? I see
them as the same,” said Zicklin. “There are
seductions in both.”
Zicklin said that a leader does not lead by
what he does but by what he is. “As a leader

you can’t cut corners, because employees will
then cut bigger corners.”
Students in the audience brought up issues on
professors’ responsibilities. Questions were
also asked about the pressure of whistle blowing. Referring to the self-interests of Baruch
students, Zicklin said it is in the students’ best
interest to report cheating.
As Chairman of the Baruch College Fund,
Zicklin said one of the board’s goals is to raise
Baruch’s rankings to be part of the the top 25 in
the nation. This cannot be accomplished without high standards of ethics.
“What about when a best friend asks for your
answers during an exam?” asked a student in
the audience. “First of all, the person to put
you in that position is not a real friend,” Zicklin
replied.
Booke posed a question about a person who
lied about his GPA on his resumé, and managed
to get hired and actually performed well on the
job. What should the manager do when he or
she finds out the employee lied on his resumé?
“I would fire him and personally escort him
out,” said Zicklin. “If the employee can lie to
you once, he or she can lie to you twice.”
He added examples from his personal experi-

ences at Neuberger Berman. He met with new
employees personally every quarter. “Every
single employee of the company can bring
great destruction to the entire company.”
Zicklin also stressed the importance of solving problems before they become dangerous.
“I had a very open-door policy when I was
CEO at Neuberger Berman and when employees came to me and asked to close the door, I
knew something wrong had happened.”
“Notice that Martha Stewart is not prosecuted for insider trading but for lying,” said
Zicklin. He added that if she came out and fixed
the problem early, the results would have been
different.
Before he left for a meeting with the board of
the Baruch College Fund, Zicklin said to the
audience of students and faculty, “For the past
10 years, Baruch College has been raising academic standards. I commend you for that and
now I commend you for raising ethical standards.”
Zicklin is a Baruch alumnus (’57) and was
chairman of the board at Neuberger Berman.
He has taught professional responsibility at
New York University.
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Academic Offenses
To Be Made Public
By AARON SIEGEL
News Editor
This past year, greater initiatives were taken
at Baruch College to curb academic dishonesty
and take a stringent approach on those who are
found to be cheating on an examination or plagiarizing a paper.
Since the stringent measures have been in
place, Baruch College Dean of Students Ronald
Aaron reported that there has been a five-fold
increase in the number of incidents that have
been accounted for.

“A few students with 3.3
GPAs who are unprepared for
the workplace can hurt the
Baruch reputation,” said
Aaron. “Questioning integrity
will increase the value of the
Baruch degree.”
Punishment for student offenses ranged from
students receiving a lower grade in a course, to
receiving a failure in a course, suspension for a
semester or a full year and possibly expulsion.
Students who are suspended for over a semes-

ter receive due process and will have their cases
heard by the office of the president of the
College followed by the Board of Trustees.
Aaron cited that only one student in the past 25
years was cited for a double offense in the same
semester. During this academic year alone,
more than two cases of double offenses have
occurred.
Carl Kirschner, vice president of Student
Development said, “Taking steps like these is
educational progress.”
Aaron insisted that the meaning of a strong
GPA behind a degree from Baruch College
must come with a high value on the grades to
back it up.
“A few students with 3.3 GPAs who are unprepared for the workplace can hurt the Baruch
reputation,” said Aaron. “Questioning integrity
will increase the value of the Baruch degree.”
Aaron’s main concern is for the student who
works hard and receives a B, while many students in the section may cheat, receive higher
grades and bring the grade curve down, thus
penalizing the hardworking students while
other students may rise above dishonestly.
He announced that he plans on releasing the
academic gaffes of nameless students next
week and a blotter of offenses that have taken
place will be released to The Ticker.

Committee To Revamp
Instructor Evaluations
By AARON SIEGEL
News Editor
At Baruch College there are two guarantees
that come with the conclusion of every course:
final grades and teacher evaluations.
But after 33 years of use, a committee convened to rewrite the evaluations and create a
stronger instrument that can most accurately
gauge the performance of a course instructor.
The committee, under the direction of
Associate Provost David Potash, committed on
Dec. 2, 2002 to the process of creating new
questions that better judge the performance of
an instructor.
The committee is looking at the evaluation
forms used by all of the other CUNY schools
and is looking at a better way to fairly evaluate
the performance of professors from a student
perspective.
The results of the scores compared to the
weighted average of scores in the rest of the
department serve as decision-makers if a professor is to receive tenure or not. Students can
also see the weighted scores on a scale of 1.0 to
5.0 of each professor on the Office of Student
Life website.
Potash sees the change in evaluation forms as
a way to improve the curriculum for students
and professors alike.

The current forms, consisting of 20 questions,
place the most weight on question number 11
that reads, “Overall, how would you rate this
instructor compared with other instructors you
have had at Baruch?”
The two goals of the committee are to create
an instrument that better improves the way that
classes are taught, and the way that tenure is
decided upon. Each of these factors raise the
importance of the forms.
The committee has cited numerous reports
from academic research.
“It is hard to assess who is an effective
teacher,” said Potash, who also teaches one
course per semester in the history department.
The committee has met seven times. Last
time, it met on Feb. 11, and will convene next
in April on a date to be decided.
The target date for the forms to begin use is
the Fall 2004 semester and no later than Spring
2005.
Students can find more information on the
progress of the committee by accessing
Blackboard under the Student Clubs &
Department Organizations tab. Students can
look at the minutes and track the committee’s
progress.
“I want to keep the meetings as open as possible,” said Potash.

Panel Addresses India’s Place
in the Global Economy
By JASLEEN RANA
Op-Ed Editor
Last Tuesday the Weissman Center for
International Business and the Journal of
Commerce hosted a global market breakfast on
India. The program, titled “India in the Global
Economy,” was comprised of presentations
made by four Indian panelists, and moderated
by Peter Leach, Senior Editor of the Journal of
Commerce.
Leach kicked off the panel discussion
addressing the emergence of India as a world
economy and some pressing issues such as the
current debate over outsourcing.
The first panelist to speak was T.N.
Srinivasan, professor of economics at Yale
University, and author of numerous papers on
India’s economic reforms. He presented a historical overview of Indian macroeconomic and
international trade policies, starting from postindependence in 1947 till today, highlighting
1991 as the turnaround year for Indian developmental strategy. He punctuated his claims
with statistics on India’s trade volumes, exports
as a percentage of GDP, per capita income, and
ranking compared to other world economies,
particularly China.
Next to speak was Joydeep Mukherji, director of the Sovereign Ratings Group at Standard
and Poor’s. He began with a disclaimer that
served to separate his views from that of his
employer (S&P has already assigned a credit
rating for India), and went on to talk realistically, though mostly positively, about India’s
prospects. He stressed the need for privatization as a vehicle towards sustained growth.
The third speaker, Ashok Tomar, was the
deputy consul general at the Consulate General
of India in New York. Along with recapping
some statistics presented earlier, he discussed
India’s shift in 1991 from a closed socialist era
to a more open market. He spoke specifically
about the deregulation of the telecommunications sector and the advent of the BPO
(Business Process Outsourcing) sector that
helped make India the fourth largest economy
after the United States, China and Japan (in
terms of GDP).
Last to speak was Rajiv Khanna from
Greenberg Traurig LLP, also president of the
India-America Chamber of Commerce. He
talked mainly about outsourcing, its effects,
and whether American companies should continue to outsource to India.
Srinivasan attempted to depict an accurate,
realistic and non-inflated picture of the Indian
economy. According to him, India was largely
insulated from world trade after it acquired

Joydeep Mukherji, director of the Sovereign
Ratings Group at Standard and Poor’s.
(Photo/ www.sas.upenn.edu/casi/new.html)

independence, pursuing an inward-oriented
developmental strategy for the next four
decades. The strategy centered upon importsubstitution, with the state playing the dominant role in the economy. He brought special
attention to India’s GDP growth rate from 1950
through 1980, a mere 3.5 percent, termed as the

GDP growth, particularly since 1999. In the
quarter ending Dec. 31, 2003, India achieved
an unprecedented growth of 8.9 percent.
Exports have jumped, particularly those of
pharmaceuticals, which expanded by 250 percent from the last decade. Between 2001 and
2002, software exports reached $7.6 billion.
“India is reaping the investment that it made
in democracy a long time ago,” remarked
Mukherji. He did, however, address the problems within infrastructure and privatization,
saying that while privatization is on the
increase, it is “in jumps,” and that the public
sector has yet to provide the minimum of services, for example, in sanitization.
Nevertheless, other speakers praised India’s
infrastructure, citing a competitive private sector, a sound law and accounting architecture,
low-risk factors given a stable government, and
sophisticated securities in equity and derivatives. Tomar said, “India has become a preferred destination for portfolio investment.”
This infrastructure, in addition to the low-paid
English-speaking population, is the reason for
India’s outsourcing sector attracting companies
in varying fields such as banking, insurance,
technology, telecommunications and engineering. Khanna called outsourcing “providing
world class services with enviable cost advantages.” He then went on to answer the question
he earlier posed to the audience: “Should
American companies take advantage of the
opportunities in India?”

“India has become a preferred destination for portfolio investment.”
‘Hindu rate of growth.’
Following a flurry of statistics on Indian debt
was a brief recap of economic events, such as
the devaluation of the Indian rupee and a nearexhaustion of foreign exchange reserves. The
year 1991 was the start of India’s liberalization.
The economic reforms of that year were
designed to aid the removal of controls on
industrial investment and imports, to reduce
import tariffs and to create a less unfavorable
environment for attracting foreign investment.
When India first started liberalizing, however, the first effect was an increase in job loss.
Several industries saw shut downs, for example, automobiles, electronics and engineering.
The positive result of these reforms, however, is most clearly seen through India’s rising

T.N. Srinivasan, professor of economics at
Yale University. (Photo/www.econ. yale.edu/
department/chairs-dirs.htm)

Rajiv Khanna from Greenberg Traurig LLP,
also president of the India-America
Chamber of Commerce. (Photo/ www.gtlaw.
com/biographies.asp?id=1393)

Four hundred thousand U.S. jobs have been
outsourced to India and 200,000 will get outsourced every year if there are no barriers introduced, stated Khanna. He added that the jobs
lost to outsourcing, however, are nothing compared to those lost due to layoffs and other economic reasons. He said that the U.S. economy
actually receives $1.12 for each $1 outsourced
to India, while India retains a mere 33 cents.
This is because while India exported its services to the U.S., it also bought high-tech equipment from them to set itself up. Thus, Khanna
proposed, that the question for the United
States should not be whether or not to outsource, but how the windfall from outsourcing
should be distributed – amongst the consumers,
workers, investors, etc.
Following the panelists’ presentations was a
question and answer round, open to all participants in the audience. One of the questions to
Khanna was how globalization and the entry of
foreign accounting firms in India would affect
its domestic accounting firms. He answered,
“In globalization, there are winners and losers –
[Indian accounting] firms did go down and the
[U.S. firms] are thriving. It is a fact of globalization.”
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For almost 100 years, students have come to us from diverse origins, not just to excel, but to achieve their
dreams. They have always been, and still are, the embodiment of ambition, determination, and perseverance. With those high ideals they’ve met the challenges of our demanding, first-class faculty and helped
Baruch become the well-regarded college it is today. It’s never easy. But our students have always had
the drive and dedication to get where they want to go. They are the living proof of what we believe: the
American Dream still works.

This ad is part of the Baruch College image campaign created by the agency Della Femina Rothschild Jeary and Partners. The ad,
which debuted in December 2003 in the New York Times and the Wall Street Journal, will appear regularly in these and other major
New York metropolitan area publications during the coming year, including the Daily News, Newsday, the New York Observer, and
Amsterdam News. A Spanish-language version will appear in El Diario, Hoy, and Noticias del Mundo.
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Regan and Students
Seek Funds in Albany
ALBANY, N.Y. -- President Ned Regan led a
delegation of students to the state capitol last
Tuesday to encourage Albany lawmakers to
increase funding for Baruch College and the
City University of New York.
At the top of the group’s agenda was securing
$18.6 million to close a gap in the University’s
budget created by the Executive budget, defeating the governor’s proposal to withhold onethird of TAP funding until a student graduates,
and restoring funds for SEEK and other opportunity programs.
“Whether we met with Republicans or
Democrats, the response was overwhelmingly
supportive,” said Regan. “The state’s elected
officials readily acknowledge the tremendously
positive changes at CUNY, and they know that
Baruch is the gem of the entire university.”
Regan went to Albany with four students—
Vadim Partin, a freshman enrolled in the
Honors College; Edouard Roland, a junior and
president of the Caribbean Students
Association; Kathlene Burke, a junior and president of the Pre-Law Society; and Charlotte
Moody, a first-year student in the Honors MBA

Program.
“I felt that the people that listened to us really cared about what the students had to say,”
said Partin. “They [the officials] usually get
some random lobbyist, but rarely do they get
actual students to come and talk to them.”
The students visited the offices of seven legislators, including the chairs of the Senate and
Assembly Higher Education Committees. Ron
Canestrari, the Assembly chair, expressed his
concern that the opportunity that CUNY offers
students for a low-cost, high-quality education
be preserved. The state’s economic future, he
added, depends heavily on CUNY and the welleducated and skilled students it graduates.
The Undergraduate Student Government is
encouraging all students interested in voicing
their support for increased funding for Baruch
and CUNY to participate in its e-mail campaign
by sending messages on March 23, 24, or 25
from computer terminals that will be set up on
the second floor of the Vertical Campus.
Students will be able to send the same message
to six representatives automatically.

CUNY Students Can Take Classes
Elsewhere With e-Permit
Continued from front
“Some colleges would permit the grade from
another college to be included in the GPA and
some would only accept pass or fail,” she said.
According to Rodin, a lot of research went
into creating a standardized schedule of courses. “It required comparing material covered and
various other things,” she said.
If students cannot find needed courses on
their home campus, the new e-Permit site will
have listings and descriptions of courses at
other CUNY colleges that pertain to a student’s
major and can fulfill the requirement.
However, even though it is online, approval
will still rest in the hands of faculty advisers at

the student’s home institution, since the registrar has to ascertain student eligibility.
The new system will also allow students to
pay for courses taken at other colleges at the
same time as those at the home institution.
Previously, students had to pay in advance.
Robert Ptachik, the university dean for executive office, said that to access e-Permit, first
go to www.cuny.edu and click the “Log In” button at the bottom left. Next, register by clicking
on “Register” and follow the directions to get
an ID and create a password. Once registered,
a personalized cuny.edu homepage will appear
with an e-Permit link. There will be instructions
on the site on how to request a course.

Baruch Students Will Sing
“The Joy Of Pepsi”
Continued from front
board.
Other CUNY schools have set a precedent for
Baruch since they have also had contracts with
Pepsi in the past. Pepsi-Cola brands include
Pepsi, Lipton Brisk Iced Tea, Sierra Mist and
Mountain Dew.
“We have found Pepsi to be very flexible,”
said Garlock, referring to the allowance of
other products that can be sold that Pepsi does
not produce. This includes orange juice and
water.
Since this decision changes what students can
purchase in the cafeteria, some may wonder if
they will be receptive to the change.

“Historically, when we had exclusivity in the
past, there have been no complaints,” said
Garlock. It is believed that the student body
will readily accept this decision.
Another issue that is of interest to students is
the current budget shortfall. Currently, due to
this deficit, the CUNY Central Administration
asked Baruch to allocate funds in search of a
new president of the school, but their request
was later withdrawn.
The corporation was then given a larger sum,
$450,000, to help with the budget. Out of this
amount, $150,000 will be used to settle in a
new president and Robert Specter, vice president for the Administration of Finance, will
decide on how to use the rest of the money.

Pepsi vending machines will soon take over the halls of the VC (left). To the right, a new
copier machine has been installed on the second floor lobby of the VC.
(Photos/ Aaron Siegel)

Students In The Dark About
Lighting Malfunction
By TAKENORI KANEDA
Contributing Writer
In Baruch College’s Vertical Campus, the central lighting system was taken down earlier this
year. It has still not been re-erected, causing
some students to notice the lack of lights in the
building. Some students have expressed concern, even wondering when the central lighting
system will be available.
The central lighting system starts from the
14th Floor of the Vertical Campus, illuminating
each atrium of every floor. On Jan. 28, one of
the lights fell and crashed down, leading to the
lighting system being taken down.
In an email, Steve Wu, the director of buildings and grounds of Baruch College, wrote,
“Currently we are in contact with all parties; the
manufacturer of the fixture, the installer, the
design engineer, the construction manager,
state and city agencies to seek the answers for
the cause of the incident and determine a proper repair procedure.” The procedure to reinstall
the central lighting system may take a long time
because so many parties are involved. When
exactly the Vertical Campus will receive sufficient lighting is unknown.
Wu has explicitly expressed in the e-mail that
the “lights were taken down as a prudent measure. As always, our main concern is the safety
of out students. But students have complained
about the danger of the darkness on campus.

When one student was asked if she thinks if the
Vertical Campus is dark, she answered, “Yes,
it’s dark and dangerous. It’s unfair and someone
should do some thing about it.” Another student
expressed his anger at the lack of lighting by
saying, “They raised our tuition so I don’t see
why they [Baruch College] can’t supply us with
good lighting.” His friend seemed angrier by
saying, “I think they did it on purpose. I think
they are conspiring to embezzle money.”

“They raised our tuition so I
don’t see why they [Baruch
College] can’t supply us with
good lighting.”
The student’s anger and concern is understandable. The Vertical Campus is relatively
dark compared to the incident before Jan. 28.
Throughout the Vertical Campus, there are
many lights that are not working. On March 17
at around 6 p.m., at least three to four lights
were not working on each floor. On the second
floor, there are six tall lamps but only half of
them work. The eighth floor has similar lamps
but only two out of six are providing a limited
amount of lighting to those students studying or
reading a novel or magazine. It is still unclear
when the light problem will be fixed.

Teach-in Brings Conflict
in Haiti to Forefront
By JENNIFER BLECHER
Copy Editor
Who says learning needs to stop during club
hours? The Department of Black and Hispanic
Studies used the time to hold a “teach in”
Thursday, March 11, to discuss the recent
events in Haiti.
There were around 50 attendees, ranging from
faculty to students, some taking relevant courses, others of Haitian descent, and still others
who were simply interested and wanted to
know more about a country that has been all
over the news and in the middle of crisis during
the past weeks. Even Baruch President Ned
Regan showed up, and arranged some catering
so attendees could enjoy lunch even though
they were sacrificing their lunch hours to participate.
“Haiti is important for many reasons. It was
the first independant black republic in the modern era and it has paid dearly for that. By doing
this, we continue to fulfill our mission, which is
to educate ourselves about the issues in the
countries we care about, ” said Héctor CorderoGuzmán, the chair of the Department of Black
and Hispanic Studies. He also noted that close
to a million people in the New York area are of
Haitian descent.
The teach-in began with a viewing of the
2000 documentary, “Port-au-Prince is Mine,”
directed by Rigoberto López. The documentary,
in French with English subtitles, paints a vivid
portrait of Port-au-Prince, the capital of the
Republic of Haiti, which is a victim of overpopulation, lack of urban infrastructure, and
environmental degradation. Very light on dialogue and narration, the film gave a brief
description of Haitian colonial history, followed by images of cracked streets flooded by
water, and the ruinous buildings they weave
through. “You begin to see the seeds of the crisis the country is facing,” said CorderoGuzmán.
These were images of the main city, but the
most disturbing images were of randomly
erected houses on the mountainsides, which
formed impromptu neighborhoods on the outskirts of the city known as “bidonvilles.” The
houses were in a decrepit state, with narrow,
muddy, dirt roads outside. One particularly disturbing sequence was of two women who travel these paths carrying buckets until they reach
a place to get water, only to have the pleasure
of paying for it and then carrying the buckets
back on their heads.
The tone of the few interviewed in the documentary was one of despair, of people resigned
to their fate. “I work but it is like I don’t work.
There is no money. It’s like I don’t work,” one
said. “We are a lost generation. Maybe it will be
better for the children but it is over for us,” said

another.
There was one man, an artist, who envisioned
a future city that has been beautified through
the artistic ability of its people. Many people in
Haiti have turned to painting and craftmaking
in order to survive. The film concluded with a
painting of his that depicts that future Port-auPrince.
The film precipitated a lot of questions from
students who were amazed at the abject poverty of the region, of which they’d been previously unaware. Some felt that the film was too
biased. One girl, who chose to remain anonymous, said, “I didn’t like it because it showed
too many poverty parts of Haiti. Aristide has
done so many things that people haven’t seen.
He’s imported doctors and opened hospitals.”
She volunteered to bring in another film that
presents a more fair presentation.
Much of the discussion did not focus on the
documentary itself, but its relevance to current
events. “You begin to see the seeds of the crisis
the country is facing,” said Cordero-Guzmán.
The Haitian president, Jean-Bertrand Aristide,
left the country on Feb. 29. It was initially
reported that he fled rebels that were approaching Port-au-Prince, but Aristide, now in
Jamaica, claims that he was kidnapped by U.S.
troops. The validity of these actions was under
fire during the discussion, which evolved into a
welcome history lesson for all who attended by
both professors and students.
“Bush has made mistakes and he gets to serve
out his four years. Aristide should get to serve
his five years,” said Jeffery (Kazembe) Batts, a
junior business communications major. “There
are people in Iraq and Afghanistan fighting for
democracy and yet 90 miles from our borders,
Florida, we overthrow a democracy.” Professor
Arthur Lewin agreed, saying “It is precisely the
problem. Everyone is involved somehow in
shady deals, which makes it hard for the people
to prevail.”
The concensus of the group was that Haiti
lacked proper infrastructure and resources to
create a self-sustaining economy.
Cordero-Guzmán highlighted an organization
called the Batey Relief Alliance, a nonprofit
humanitarian group devoted to helping create a
productive and self-sufficient environment,
through health care and development programs,
for economically disadvantaged children and
their families in the Caribbean. For more information on them visit www.bateyrelief.org.
Students are encouraged to get involved.
In an effort to increase awareness, the Black
and Hispanic Studies Department is also organizing a conference on the current crisis in the
Dominican Republic.
“This is the biggest business school in
America. What contributions can we make?”
said Cordero-Guzmán.
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Enrollment to Increase in Future
Semesters Despite Policy
Continued from front
economic recession.
“We were committed to a path and saw that
that path was not going to result in the budgets
that we thought, and so now we’re turning that
and changing our view,” explained Robert
Specter, the vice president of administration
and finance.
Noting the unfortunate turn of events, Specter
said, “All of those factors kind of conspired to
not allow us to grow our revenue back at a fast
enough rate.”
Under the new policy, which is geared toward
incoming and transferring students at the
undergraduate and graduate level, approximately 300 more students are to be admitted in the
next fall semester. The extra tuition from the
new students will help curb the $6 million
deficit reported late last year. The current high
SAT and GPA requirements for applicants are
not slated to decrease.
“The budget problem is caused by the fact
that our enrollment has gone down in the past
few years,” said James Murphy, the Assistant
Vice President for Student Enrollment Services.
“We really need to get our enrollment back up
to 15,474 or around that number.” Enrollment
at Baruch reached a five year low this semester
and peaked almost three years ago at 15,774.
Currently, there are 15,023 students enrolled
at the college.
Last semester Murphy also indicated that the
budget allocation system CUNY currently uses,
which partly calculates student head counts into
the school budgets, should encourage Baruch to
increase enrollment. For full discussion, see
“Baruch One of Three CUNY Colleges With
Decrease in Enrollment” that appeared in the
Sept. 22, 2003 edition of The Ticker.
Though crucial, the declining graduate numbers that failed to meet expectations are not
solely responsible for widening the deficit and
the current enrollment modifications. Timing
and the implementation of a new CUNY policy
that prevents revenue targets from shifting
yearly for CUNY colleges and allows them to
keep excess revenue above the target could
have prevented the current deficit, said David
Dannenbring, the provost and senior vice president of academic affairs.
In an e-mail sent to the Baruch faculty staff
on Feb. 13, he wrote, “Over the last four years,
Baruch has remitted about $20 million more
than it would have [to CUNY], had the new
policy been in place[in 1998].”
In the e-mail, Dannenbring also mentioned
that the “CUNY budget allocation model preserves historic inequities and does not respond
quickly or adequately to changes in enrollments,” indicating that the Baruch budget from
CUNY did not grow accordingly with the
growth in enrollment in the late 1990s.
According to Dannenbring, Specter and
Baruch President Ned Regan, a discrepancy
also exists between the tuition money Baruch
students give to CUNY and the budget that
CUNY annually sends back to the college.
Comparatively, about 60-70 percent of student
tuitions pay for the Baruch’s operations, while
at other CUNY schools that figure nears 50 percent.
Ernesto Malave, the vice chancellor for
Budget and Finance in CUNY, was not available to comment on Dannenbring’s e-mail and
the discrepancy issue.
An egocentric atmosphere at Baruch during
the late 1990s-2001 period also led to the current economic woes.
“It was clear that we were the flagship school.
So we thought that – and for a while it seemed
true for at least two years – CUNY would
accept that these were necessary conditions to
make us a really a first rate school,” said Myrna
Chase, dean of the Weissman School of Arts
and Sciences on the enrollment decreases three
years ago and the expected financial support
from CUNY. However, she quickly added,
Baruch remained “the most under-funded
school in the system besides John Jay.”
As a consequence, Chase said, the college
resorted to using savings intended for new fulltime faculty and hourly workers to pay for current salaries, maintenance and other expenses.
Money traditionally used for auxiliary, office
supplies and other services has also either been
cut or diverted, effectively shrinking this fiscal

year’s deficit to roughly $2 million.
Additionally, the hiring-freeze on non-academic positions remained in place at Baruch,
even though CUNY rescinded the policy for all
CUNY schools. According to the dean, 23
maintenance workers who would have been
paid roughly $30,000 yearly have not been
hired to help keep the building in top condition.
For the same purposes, Baruch’s summer
school registration opportunities have been
increased, allowing the college to reap more
revenue throughout the year. James Murphy
indicated that Baruch is among the top two percent for the number of students enrolled in
summer classes.
The rising graduation rates and the low enrollment policy for undergraduate students also
added to the deficit, as revenue was loss more
quickly than it was recovered.
“Traditionally we bring in 2,700- 2,800 new
students every fall, and in the spring 900 -950
students,” Murphy said. “Because of the graduation rates and because of the need to increase
enrollment, for the fall we’re looking for
between 2,900 and 3,000 and in the spring
1,050.”
To boost revenue, the president indicated last
Friday that the graduate school contacted 3,500
potential graduate students by mail in attempt
to recruit them into Baruch.
Despite the array of conditions that have driven down revenue, there are indications of a fiscally balanced future. Robert Specter hinted
that the historic under-funding of Baruch could
sometime be alleviated through the execution
of the Senior College Budget Model, which prioritizes the needs of each senior college and
distributes the needed funds accordingly whenever new resources flow into CUNY. This year
alone, Baruch received $377,000 from CUNY
based on this model.
Specter asserted that as more money is put
into CUNY, Baruch would collect more and the
disparity between the senior colleges will eventually disappear.
Although a move to balance the budget is supported by most of the faculty, administrators
and students, there are concerns that with a
more balanced budget by means of increasing
enrollments, the quality of education will suffer
– especially at the freshmen and sophomore
levels and in the Weisman School of Arts and
Sciences, which has traditionally operated
through small classes.
“I think, without being in favor of increasing
enrollments, I can say that we are more better
prepared now than we would have been two
years ago for actually dealing with them
because we do have more faculty in the business school,” said Chase. “I think it’s going to
be hurtful in Weissman, where the classes are
smaller – where driving up the classes up
beyond 27 in a writing class means that you just
won’t do the amount of writing that you have to
do or in a speech class you won’t do the same
amount of speaking.”
Based on budget data, Chase said Weisman is
usually $200,000 in debt from its adjunct
account because it must hire more adjuncts
every semester to satisfy student demands,
which in the last three years have been low
because of the old enrollment policy. (A typical
adjunct is paid approximately $3,000 a course.)
Administrators Specter and Dannenbring said
that careful consideration has been placed on
the quality of education for the students while
making the policy change.
“We’re responding like any business will – to
factors and influences – by changing our strategy, but we still hold sacred the student experience,” said Specter. “We’ve worked too hard to
build what we have in our reputation and in the
quality of our students to let it go and not be
thoughtful about how we do this.”
Regan went further, and added that enrollment increases, though apparent when contrasted to last year’s numbers, are not indicative of
a decrease in quality education.
Considering the high graduation rates, he
said, “I don’t think that we’ll have that many
new students here in the Fall of ‘04 than we’ve
had in Fall ‘03 or the Fall ’02.”
“We’re doing everything that we should be
doing to maintain the quality of education and
balance the budget,” said Regan. “We think
we’re on the right track.”
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World and National
News Roundup
By PETER KWON
Staff Writer

Updated March 19, 2004
INTERNATIONAL
Al-Qaeda No. 2 Leader Believed
Surrounded in Pakistan
As of this past Friday, Pakistani forces
believe they have cornered and perhaps wounded Osama bin Laden’s deputy, Ayman alZawahri, in a battle near the Afghan-Pakistan
border. This is the first major break in the
world’s most intense manhunt in more than a
year. There is no indication that Osama bin
Laden is with al-Zawahri. The United States
has offered a $25 million reward for information leading to al-Zawahri’s capture and the
U.S. House of Representative doubled the
reward for bin Laden’s capture to $50 million.
Deadly Terrorist Attack in Madrid
Leads to Regime Change
The recent terror bombing attacks in Madrid
that took the lives of over 200 Spaniards
allowed Socialist and anti-war proponent Jose
Luis Rodriguez to score an upset victory in
Spain’s general elections over Prime Minister
Jose Maria Aznar. The opposition victory was
the first electoral rebuke of one of President
Bush’s closest allies in the War on Iraq. Spain’s
new Prime Minister has vowed to pull his
nation’s troops out of Iraq if there is lack of
involvement by the United Nations. Anguish
and grief over Mr. Aznar’s handling of the
bombing attacks brought Spaniards and fellow
Europeans closer to the realization that Islamic
terrorism has now become more of an immediate threat.

Taiwan President, Vice-President Shot
in Failed Assassination Attempt
President Chen Shui-bian and his vice president were shot and wounded Friday in an
apparent assassination attempt. The shooting
occurred during a campaign parade in the
southern city of Tainan ahead of this past
Saturday’s landmark election and referendum,
which could be a turning point in the island’s
tense relationship with China. The 53-year-old
leader — the first Taiwanese president to be
shot — was grazed in the stomach and Vice
President Annette Lu, 59, was hit in the right
knee. Their injuries were not life-threatening.
No arrests were reported and it was not clear
what the motivation was for the apparent assassination attempt in Tainan, the president’s
hometown.

NATIONAL
Ohio Sniper Caught in Las Vegas
The man suspected in two dozen sniper shootings that have terrorized motorists along Ohio
highways was arrested at a Las Vegas motel
early Wednesday. Charles A. McCoy Jr., 28,
was taken into custody two days after he was
named as a suspect in the shootings that left one
woman dead and pierced cars and homes in the
Columbus area. Authorities had said McCoy
had a history of mental illness and was believed
to be armed, with “suicidal or homicidal tendencies.” His family disputed that description,
calling McCoy troubled but peaceful. The 24
shootings around several highways on the
southern outskirts of Columbus pierced homes
and a school, dented school buses, flattened
tires and shattered windshields. They began in
May.

War in Iraq One Year Anniversary

Maverick Senator McCain Defends
Fellow
Senator
Kerry Against
Republican Attacks

More violence struck Iraq ahead of the anniversary of the start of the U.S.-led war that ousted
Saddam Hussein. The U.S. military estimated
the death toll in a suicide bombing at a
Baghdad hotel last Wednesday to seven, after
initially putting it at 27. It was unclear whether
insurgents were timing attacks to overshadow
the anniversary of the March 20, 2003, start of
the war that toppled Saddam, though assailants
have often conducted attacks on holidays and
other significant dates. The aim of anti-U.S.
forces appears to be to demonstrate that Iraq is
ungovernable despite some American progress
in its nation-building effort, including the formation of an Iraqi police force, the signing of
an interim constitution and plans to hand over
power to Iraqis on June 30.

Senator John McCain (R-AZ) came to the aid
of friend and fellow Vietnam veteran
Democratic Presidential nominee Senator John
Kerry (D-MA), after the Bush Administration
assailed the Democratic Presidential nominee
with a weeklong portrayal of being a threat to
national security policies. McCain refused to
agree with the assessment made by VicePresident Dick Cheney that Kerry would not
make an ideal commander-in-chief under the
current geo-political climate. The Arizona
Senator, who opposed President Bush in the
2000 Republican Primary, once again showed
his independent streak by crossing party lines
to defend the reputation of a Democratic patriot.

USG Report
On Tuesday, March 16, the Undergraduate
Student Government held its seventh meeting of
the semester.

Upper Senator Jody-Ann Graham announced
that Lobby Week will run from March 23-25.
She asked for support from the Senate.

President’s Report
President Adrian Lovell informed the Senate
that all the current members will retain their
present positions for next semester since there
is no opposition in this year’s elections.
Nevertheless, Adrian Lovell will run against
Sime Marnika for the presidency. Lovell
reminded the Senate to buy tickets for “The
Vagina Monologues” event on Tuesday, March
23. He also said that due to this event USG will
hold a brief meeting on Tuesday and if need be,
a meeting will be held on Thursday at the usual
time.

Finance
Lower Senator Liliana Chang reported that
the United Chinese Language Association Club
asked for $377 and got $300. The Turkish
Student Association asked for $5,495 for its
general meetings, Exhibition Turkish dinners,
etc. The amount this club will receive was
tabled for the next meeting.

Vice President’s Report
Vice President Muhammed Iqbal was absent
for the meeting.
Treasurer’s Report
Anthony Battle informed the Senate of a mistake he made is his report of the previous meeting. He said that the amount of $600 from the
USG newsletter would not be transferred to
refreshments.

New Business
Lower Senator Brian Philip informed the
Senate that students that have a problem with
other students smoking outside the building
have made complaints.
Lower Senator Richard de la Cruz requested
a camera to take individual pictures of Senate
members. He also requested to have an electronic piano in the game room.
Lovell said that there will be two or more
Board of Director’s meetings for the remainder
of the semester.
One evening Lower Senator position remains
open.

By NOEMI TORRES
Legislative Affairs

Staff Writer
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Best Buddies
Organizational Meeting
VC 2-210 (near SACC)
Thursday March 25,2004
12:30-2:20 (club hours)
BB New York State Program Director,
Susanna Adams, will be present
Contact:
Allan B. Goldstein, Faculty Advisor,
allan_benjamin-goldstein@baruch.cuny.edu
x 4001

This could be your ad.
646-312-4713
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CUNY To Open Graduate School of Journalism
Plans Announced at Fourth Annual Media Conference
By AMY GOLDSTEIN
The Knight News - Queens College
A new graduate school will soon join the 19
other schools in the CUNY system.
CUNY announced at its fourth annual media
conference, held Friday Feb. 20 at the CUNY
Graduate Center, that it plans to open a School
of Journalism in the fall of 2005. The program
is expected to value the diversity of New York
City so that students earn a respectable graduate degree to obtain jobs in the media, in this
highly competitive metropolitan area.
Tuition will be affordable, according to
Louise Mirrer, CUNY's executive vice chancellor for Academic Affairs. The cost will be the
same as CUNY’s other master’s programs.
Currently, that figure is $2,720 for full-time
students who are New York residents.
The School of Journalism will emphasize
urban journalism and students will focus on
topics relevant to covering urban communities.
It will be the first one-year journalism master's
degree program to be offered by a public university in the Northeast.
The six-hour conference featured speeches
and panels geared to inform students how to
improve their writing and journalistic techniques, how to find a job in the competitive
industry, and how to break into the field of
reporting. Storytelling fundamentals, tips on
getting investigative information that city officials don't want the public to know, and ways
that technological advances enhance journalism
were just a few of the topics discussed in the
panels.
Speakers and moderators at the panels included reporters from newspapers including The
Daily News and The New York Times, and
news channels like CBS News and NY1.
Distinguished CUNY faculty also served as
moderators and speakers, including Professor
Wayne Svoboda, director of the journalism program at Queens College.
“We constantly have to prove ourselves in our
stories and images,” said Daily News photographer David Handschuh. “It’s students who
determine how information will be delivered in
the future,” he added.
Keynote speaker Byron Pitts, a CBS News
correspondent, presented an inspirational conversation about his ascent from a schoolboy
who could not read until he was 12 years old, to

an embedded reporter who was the network's
primary correspondent at the World Trade
Center immediately following the September
11 attacks. He has also covered the war with
Iraq, the war in Afghanistan, the Elian
Gonzalez story and the refugee crisis in
Kosovo. He stressed the importance of humanizing stories when he said, “Don't tell a story
about a baseball player - instead, tell a story
about a human who plays baseball.”
Other events at the media conference included a tour of the CUNY-TV studios, an inside
view of NBC Network News and Broadcasting,
a discussion about campus radio stations, and
strategies on how college newspapers can better focus on serving their readers.

The conference closed with a three-hour
career and internship fair, which featured
recruiters from close to 40 local and national
newspapers and broadcast networks. Students
handed in resumés and clippings, and learned
about internships and jobs for Newsday, NBC,
Thirteen/WNET, CourtTV, Queens Tribune,
Infinity Radio, Manhattan Newspaper Group,
Time Inc., and other industries.
Students took home hopes of landing an
internship or job interview, but they also took
home life lessons. “Latch onto a small idea to
launch onto something big,” said Pitts. "Plan
small, but dream big.”

Panel Examines
Impact of For-Profit
Higher Education
in the U.S.
By SEAN DONOVAN
Staff Writer
For profit education was examined in a panel
discussion presented by the School of Public
Affairs on March 10th. The talk, which was
titled “The Business of Higher Education: The
Impact of For-Profit Colleges on Higher
Education,” examined the growing trend of
profit-oriented institutes of higher learning in
the United States.
The panel was composed of four college
presidents: Diane Engelhardt, from the DeVry
Institute of Technology; Philip Friedman, who
presides over Golden Gate University; Mildred
Garcia, head of Berkeley College; and Stephen
Jerome, from Monroe College. All four panelists hold degrees from Baruch. Professor John
McGarraghy moderated the discussion.

“There is a great future for
colleges that work with and
directly benefit students.”

CUNY will open a Graduate School of Journalism in the fall of 2005 located in Manhattan.
Above, a current photo of the CUNY Graduate Center located in midtown.
(Photo/ www.gc.cuny.edu/about_the_grad_center/ b_altman/)

For-profit colleges, such as The University of
Phoenix, have grown in popularity in the past
15 years. These schools focus on technology
and career preparation. Many proprietary college students come from low-income homes,
eager to lift themselves out of poverty. They are
often the first in their families to attend college.
Golden Gate University President Philip
Friedman said that one of the benefits of profitdriven educational providers is that the “student
is a customer.” Unlike traditional public and
private colleges, which are under the sway of
legislatures and donating alums, respective, forprofit colleges allow students to work together
with administration to enhance and enrich the
educational experience.
Stephen Jerome, president of Monroe
College, said “there is a great future for colleges that work with and directly benefit students.”

The Roving Reporter
You

think

With all of the ho-hum in the media today about
gay marriage I took the initative to see what
Baruch students have to say about this topic.
The opinions were pretty evenly split and surprisingly, those who spoke out chose to include
their pictures with their opinions as opposed to
remaining anonymous. Aren’t we quite the passionate student body?
- Andrae Freitas
Question:
1) What is your opinion on gay marriage?
2) Would you make in legal in New York State?
Julia Monegro
Freshman
Accounting

1) I’m all for it. Everyone has a right to marry
who they want.
2) Yeah, it should be legalized.

it.

We

write

Jennifer Roy Gumpeng
Freshman
Marketing

1) It doesn’t really matter to me. I don’t know
what the big deal is.
2) Yeah.

Adrian Lovell
Senior
Mathematics

1) Marriage is a union of people who love each
other and want to commit to each other for the
rest of their lives. If you’re a same-sex couple,
they can achieve that feeling, so they should be
able to do it.
2) Yes, it should.

it.

You

read

Jayeed Salam
Sophomore
Accounting

1) I think that’s like ridiculous man. I have
nothing against gay people but that’s too much.
2) No, chill man.

Regina Rachmans
Sophomore
Undecided

1) I believe it should be legal because the
Constitution said there should be equality
among all people.
2) Yes, mmhmm. I could go on and on about it.
Interracial marriage was legal in some states.
Now it’s no more.

it.
Nassa Hosein
Junior
Entrepreneurship

1) First of all, I don’t really agree with it but to
some extent I still have inner respect for their
choice, but I really don’t agree with it.
2) No, it should remain the same.

Danny Lobell
Junior
Business

1) Let ‘em get married but I want to be invited
into the smorgasbord.
2) Yeah, but I want to ban them from having
kids together. It’s unnatural and down with the
gay flag – it’s stupid.
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Ethics Week: A Good Start But We Can Do More
Baruch’s inaugural Ethics Week is over, and if student attendance numbers are any indicator, it was a success. But if ethics is such an important topic as to garner a week-long focus,
why is it being shelved for another year?
In both our private and public lives, ethical decisions loom over us every day. A week is
hardly enough time to make any kind of impression. While Ethics Week is a chance to get the
ball rolling, let’s consider something radical: Ethics Week could serve as an excellent capstone
to a semester-long course in ethical reasoning.
The majority of colleges in the country have established core curriculums, the requirements of which range from foreign languages to public speaking and recognition of cultural
diversity. Baruch has its own multi-tiered arrangement of core classes and major prerequisites,
but not one contains a course in ethics. Even in the wake of corporate-scandal fallout, Baruch’s
Zicklin School of Business has no required ethics course for its future executives. The closest
thing Baruch has is a required course in philosophy, in which there are three choices, one of
which is PHI 2200 Ethical Theories.
Harvard and Princeton, two of the country’s top Ivy League institutions, both have specific ethics courses named in their core curriculums. Last January, the Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business proposed new standards urging colleges to make teaching ethics
a higher priority, but stopped short of recommending an ethics class requirement. It is up to the
individual school, they decided, as if ethics only applied to certain people. It is a necessary component of any education.
Today, Martha Stewart’s name is plastered across newspaper headlines, and not too long
ago those headlines were occupied by names of rich white men who cared more about $6,000
shower curtains and $17,000 umbrella stands than the well-being of their employees, shareholders, and customers.
Soon Martha will get her slap on the wrist and serve her year or so in white-collar prison,
and who knows what other underwhelming fates await her brethren that still stand trial. The
public will lick its salty wounds and watch the culprits return to lavish lifestyles and behind-thescenes positions on corporate boards.
Is this the future that our business students can look forward to? Every year Zicklin sends
over two thousand corporate hopefuls out into the world. The college has invested a lot of
money on things like simulated trading environments and state-of-the-art technology, in order
to give students the skills and tools necessary to succeed in a post-modern economy. Knowledge
is power, but what good is knowledge without an ethical framework in which to use it?
Ethics is not confined to the business world. Let us not forget the students who graduate
every year from the Weissman School of Arts and Sciences, who may choose to pursue careers
in law, medicine, politics and the natural sciences. Whatever values they have chosen to guide
their decisions will someday impact an innumerable amount of people. Why not require an
ethics course right at the beginning of their college careers, before poison seeps into their minds
and pressure makes cheating look vastly preferable to losing sleep over studying? Perhaps the
ethics course could be given in conjunction with the already-required Freshman Seminar.
Ethics Week and a policy on academic integrity can only go so far. As Harold Tinkler said,
Enron had a beautiful, bound, code of ethics. Look how far it got them. Now Baruch is developing a finalized version of the Student Guide to Academic Integrity. It will be nice to have a
printed, tangible code of ethics for Baruch students, but words on paper do not equal student
actions. Let’s not just focus on some pretty typeset, but on creating an atmosphere in this school
where dishonest behavior is not only frowned upon by faculty, but by the students themselves.
The only way to create this environment is through examples set by professors and administrators, and, the reason we all came here in the first place, education.
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Between Sleepy Indiana and
the City That Never Sleeps
AYESHA AJAZ
Next year, do yourself a favor. Spend the fall
semester in Indianapolis, Indiana or any other
mid-western school. Take classes outside in the
sun, know almost every single face on campus,
and spend hours fooling around in beautiful
student centers.
Then come back to New York. If you are a
true New Yorker, after one semester in a sleepy
town, you will begin to adore this city once
again.
Sure, the people are nice in mid-western
regions. They speak to you as if you’re their
best friend. I found myself listening to my
banker’s rocky relationship with her mother-inlaw while she set up my account. The lunch
lady told me she was born in Ireland (when will
you tell me if that pizza is ‘halal’?).
The best thing about Indianapolis was that
people did not know a lot about international
students, so the Student Government organized
“International Coffee Hour” events every
Tuesday. Representatives from different countries served traditional snacks and did presentations on wherever they hailed from.
There were a few international students from
every corner of the planet. A couple of
Vietnamese, perhaps four Chinese, and 20
Indian students could be seen on campus,
among other nationalities. A girl from Greece,
a couple from Turkey; it was all very sweet and
interesting. A small international community
provides a greater opportunity for learning
about other cultures than a vast one.
The international students were more than
conspicuous, because there were hardly any
people in the school anyway. At one time in the
entire Student Center, there would not be more
than 100 to 200 people. You could leave your
backpack right next to the pool table, take a
three-hour class, come back, and collect your
backpack – untouched. I dropped my cell
phone under the lounge sofas, came back 20

minutes later and found in right where I
dropped it.
Does this all sound like a fairy tale to you?
You’ve been living in New York for far too
long then.
Believe me, that heaven is hardly what it
seems. The only entertainment available that I
still cannot find here were the $1 theaters. I
don’t think I’m going to get over that little factor anytime soon. Imagine watching “The Last
Samurai” for 99 cents!
Apart from that, in four months, the only college performance worth remembering was the
“Laugh-Off” in which the Student Government
invited Tess Drake from the NBC show “Last
Comic Standing.”
Then, as the weather turned colder, I came
back to New York, and quite practically – woke
up. I brought myself to Times Square and it felt
like the first person that bumped into me jerked
me into reality. This is New York – the City of
Lights. But for the first time, I saw something
else – the drab, dark faces of the people walking like clockwork; people walking under great
buildings and never raising their eyes. I saw the
tired people doze off in the subway trains leaning against the doors.
In this great city, we need just one more
thing to bring the best of both worlds together:
a little time to look up and away from the same
path we have been walking day in and day out.
Look up at the high-rise buildings and see if
they don’t raise the spirit to the same heights.
Watch the pigeon that gets on an almost empty
train at one station, and after pecking around,
stands in front of the doors to get off at the next
station.
Have you ever seen such a thing? Fold your
newspaper and take off your earphones. Life is
passing us by. Reach out and grasp it before it
eludes us.

The Sound of Art
KATHERINE VELASQUEZ
Collective Memories/Personal Cartographies
is currently on exhibit at the Sidney Mishkin
Gallery at Baruch College. This show, consisting of private print collections by Diogenes
Ballester, Juan Sanchez and Julio Valdes, was
wonderfully curated by Dr. Sandra Kriskin and
co-sponsored by the Baruch College Black and
Hispanic Studies Department. The prints are
articulated around one great theme, allowing
for the work of these three Caribbean artists
living in New York City to have a dialogue
within the gallery space that compliments the
sizes and organization of all pieces.
The theme of Collective Memories/Personal
Cartographies invites us to participate in a recollection of history interpreted from three different angles, in addition to helping us further
understand the personal and political complexity of our being. These prints call for the spirits
of the past and the present to join forces and
create the trance of experience, thus interacting
with the viewer.
The artwork evokes our senses through the
creative process of printmaking, which emphasizes a complex integration of historical, personal and political fragments. The prints are
poetic and powerful in tone and manner, and
are generally representational and abstract.
As suggested by Dr. Gail Levin, an art professor at Baruch College and curator of Edward
Hopper’s collection at the Whitney Museum,
the title indicates a metaphoric math of the
soul, personality and identity. Such metaphoric
math of the soul, as expressed by Levin, is a
key element to the spirit of the artists and
important in the understanding of the exhibit.
Symbolism is a predominant aspect in all artworks throughout the exhibit. The recurrent
motif among the artists is a palm tree, a symbol
of their native lands/roots, generally juxtaposed with symmetrical designs (to account
perhaps for the urban experience which is the
case in some of Julio Valdez’s works). In the
work of Juan Sanchez, photographs juxtaposed
with floral patterns or textile-like areas consti-

tute most of the paintings, possibly suggesting
some vulnerability of human beings to their
surroundings. Diogenes Ballester uses symbols to depict African ancestry with a complexity of thick and thin lines all around the compositions, and usually centers Taino objects,
animals or humans on his prints.
There is a definite rhythmic pattern in all the
prints that translates into sound, but one of the
most evident and memorable of all is “The
Gray Echo IV.” Here, a figure of a baby is seen
on top of the map of the Dominican Republic,
and is heard crying in an almost surreal manner
through the figures surrounding it like musical
notes coming in and going out.
Are the figures a collective/personal voice or
both? Could it be a vote for independence or a
protest for the misfortune of his ancestors? And
if so, could this possibly be a self-portrait of
the artist or a way to convey the painful cry of
political injustice? As we ponder, Julio
Valdez’s words resonate into the walls of my
existence, “Quien tenga ojos que vea, quien
tenga oidos que escuche,” that is, “ the one who
has eyes should see and the one who has ears
should hear.”
One thing is palpable; the psychological tension the artist creates through the variety of elements and unity is such that the echo bounces
into you and back into the painting. The
expression of the center figure is so dramatized
that this piece cannot go by unseen.
The richness of technique adds to the unique
artwork encountered in this exhibit and further
emphasizes the historical, personal and political values of the artists. Also, their message is
more convincing and engaging through the
medium of printmaking, since they all propose
a complex theme within the contemporary
world. These three Caribbean artists certainly
leave their mark within us, despite their more
controlled style, artistic process and elements.
With their original proposal, we can understand
time in a variety of dimensions and submerge
ourselves into a shared collective memory.

Blame America
DAN MARCHIONE
Something that continually agitates American
citizens is this constant inclination to blame
everything that goes wrong in the world on the
United States. If a country is not doing well
economically, it is obviously the United States’
fault for not helping out. This constant supporting of other nations who resent the United
States must stop. If the help of Americans is
not welcome, we should just walk away. Ask
France how that would have worked for them,
because they would probably be speaking
German right now. However, that is not to suggest that the United States should begin the old
practice of isolationism.
This country receives no respect worldwide
despite its support in almost every nation. That
did not happen by accident, and no, the socalled “American Dictators” did not force it
upon them. Other nations see how well society
runs here in the United States and their citizens
seek to emulate our model. This occurs in
countries where their systems are not working
and change must occur for the future of the
nation.
Iraq is a great example. This was a nation
where everyday citizens suffered a complete
lack of basic provisions while a dictator held all
the wealth. The United States has taken steps
to ensure that future generations in that nation
will not have to suffer as those did in the past.
The thanks that U.S. military agents have gotten for the eradication of this nation’s harmful
dictator is constant attacks on them, killing
hundreds of its officers. This country is a perfect example of the worldwide view of the
United States. When everything was going
bad, they begged the United States to intercede;
now that the States have begun the steps to
restore the nation (and it is taking longer than
expected), it is seen as another reason as to why
the U.S. ‘tyrants’ should not be trusted.
The United States is in a constant state of a
no-win situation. If this country were to
remove itself as the “police officer” of the
world, there would be complaints rolling in
from nations everyday. We would be viewed as
a nation trying to sabotage the worldwide economy. Nations who rely heavily on our economic spending in their countries would col-

lapse. And of course, who would be blamed for
any problem, big or small? The United States.
So the United States continues to police over
world politics with nothing but negative results
worldwide. Before, during, and after the most
recent campaign in Iraq, nations worldwide
were appalled that this country would go into
another and use force on a dictator who was,
literally, allowing his citizens to die on the
streets. The most recent example is Haiti.
Here is a country that was, and is, in dire need
of help. They have nothing and much of the
nation is completely devoid of basic necessities. All the while their President JeanBertrand Aristide sat by and let all this occur.
Finally, the Haitian citizens grew intolerant
waiting for change and enacted a revolution.
This, as many of you know, resulted in war
within the nation and the need for outside support to restore order, the aftermath of which
was the exile of Aristide and the insinuation
that it was an American plot that led to his
removal. This is completely absurd, especially
considering that the military was sent to help
the people when the nation called for international assistance.
In such an interdependent time as now, it
makes no sense to believe that the United
States is trying to overrun these nations and
install satellite governments around the world.
However, President Hugo Chavez of Venezuela
believes differently. After enduring a coup d’etat from his own people, he insinuated that it
had to be an American plot against him. This
total lack of responsibility within a leader’s
own actions is incredible. It is never the fact
that the power-hungry leaders in charge are
poorly running these nations; no, it must be the
U.S. influence.
So whenever a nation is in distress, the first
nation they beseech for assistance from is the
United States, and the moment everything is
well again, they continue their roles of
American detractors. The next time one of
these nations has a national crisis such as an
earthquake or a flood, they will just wait for the
U.S. aid to roll in; the same aid they spurned
only the week before. So the next time you
stub your toe, Blame America.

As Long As It’s Free, Who Cares?

The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and signed opinion pieces of no more than 750 words from Baruch College students. Publication of Op-Ed articles is contingent upon an editorial board vote. Letters
must be no more that 350 words, typewritten and signed. Unsigned letters will not be published. However, when appropriate, names will be withheld upon request. Writers
should provide day and evening telephone numbers. All submissions are subject to editing for space and clarity. Address all opinion pieces and letters to the Op-Eds editor.
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Upcoming Hip-Hop Artist
Grafh is The Next Big Thing
rap, what would you say about the state of rap.
Because people are complaining about artists
not putting out good material, the game's skill
level is declining. What would you say about
that?

By DAVID PAULINO
Contributing Writer
Arguably, the most talented MCs come from
Queens, NY. Nas, Rakim, Kool G Rap, Slick
Rick, Mobb Deep, etc. They’re all living legends that have influenced their respective generations of hip-hop listeners and upcoming
artists.
Philip Bernard, aka Grafh, is looking to make
the same musical impact of his predecessors.
He spits the truth, with an unorthodox assault
and batter flow, capturing the public with street
tales reminiscent of the aforementioned Kool G
Rap, yet wholly unique in style and overall
cadence. What impressed me the most (besides
skill) in our interview was his appreciation for
having a major label deal. He knows there are
a lot of other people out there struggling and
less fortunate, and he lends them a helping
hand when he can. He’s very enthusiastic about
hip-hop and music in general, including (who
would have thought) alternative rock.
While only 23 years old, Grafh has already
experienced his share of trials and tribulations.
From witnessing two murders (one from an
O.G. he looked up to on the block, the other his
father) and the overall difficulties growing up
in Queens, he has not only survived, but is living out his dreams.
The Ticker: What are your lyrical influences,
both in life and artists you grew up listening to?
Grafh: Well, in music, it’s Nas’s first album,
Jay-Z’s first album and Rakim...and in life, it’s
the pain, the trials and tribulations growing up
man. My first influence [was] this O.G. dude in
my hood that got murdered right in front of me.
And my father, also, got shot right in front of

G: Well, basically, that raps sucks.
T: It does?
G: [Laughter] Thing about it, is that the words
[aren't really] there, ‘cause there is no creativity in [rap] right now, nobody. Everybody’s
thinking of Kayne West, ‘cause he’s the only
one putting out material right now. You know,
I really don’t listen to rap. Today rap sucks. I
can't ride to the radio right now. I listen to other
music, like reggae, I like Sean Paul, a lot of
Beanie Man, I like alternative rock. Linkin
Park. Big fan of Audioslave. I like Coldplay.
Yeah, you know, even Nickelback.
G: [Laughter] I like everything, as a matter of
fact. On my album, I'm supposed to have a joint
with Chester from Linkin Park, man, either him
or Chris Cornell, one of those dudes.
T.: That’s crazy!
Hip-hop artist Autografh in the WBMB studio being interviewed and showcasing his latest
set of lyrics and beats. (Photo/ Terence English)

me, so all that pain got bottled up inside of me.
That flows right outta my music. You hear the
pain, you’re hearing what I think. The album is
real introspective, it's called Autografh.
[That's] my feelings on the game.
T: So, how did all that influence you, beyond
rap, you know, spiritually and mentally?

didn’t believe in either being good or bad. I was
living however I wanted to live, doing whatever I wanted to do. Now I’ve learned, from all
those dudes I'm around. You know, just watching my mom, ‘cause she struggled. I learned the
right way to go about things. It changed my
whole outlook on life in general.

G: At one point, I didn’t really care about life, I

T: All right, knowing you’re a real big fan of

G: It's gonna be crazy. Once you hear it, you’re
gonna love it, man, I promise you.
T: How does it feel, that even though you’re
not a household name, you’ve worked with
artists like Prodigy, went on tour with Scarface
and Erick Sermon, had some freestyles featured
on some Kay Slay mixtapes. How do you feel
See AUTOGRAFH, Page 17

The Chocolate Garden Delivers
Sweet Decadent Treats

The Language of Fashion
Is Always Correct

By ADELITA LUNA
Contributing Writer
The saying “Diamonds are a girl’s best friend”
also applies to chocolate. As a chocoholic, the
Chocolate Garden has become one of my
favorite places to get my fix. One can figuratively get lost in this small yet upscale shop
located at 80 Thompson St. in Greenwich
Village, where owner Kee Ling Tong produces
over 26 flavors ranging from crème brule to
green tea, and available in milk, white or dark
chocolate.
She begins this process by mixing the ingredients, then placing the chocolate in small trays
that are shaped differently and refrigerating
them. In the summer her work is challenging,
since the heat from outside can affect the ingredients and melt the chocolates. But who is the
woman behind these amazing indulgences?
Tong was an insurance broker for eight years
before she decided to follow her dreams and
capitalize on her passion. She originally wanted to become a pastry chef focusing on wedding cake design. Rather than dealing with the
intricate work that goes into baking and designing cakes, she decided to concentrate on chocolate making. Her path began at the Culinary
School for The Arts in 1999 where she studied
for a year and later continued her studies in
France. Upon returning Tong worked as an
assistant cook at Olive’s Restaurant in The W
Hotel, and spent five months at home working
on her craft. For the past year and half she has
been successful at satisfying sweet tooths and
getting rave reviews from The Daily News and
New York Magazine.
Tong’s chocolates can be purchased individually for a $1.75 or in a box of six for $10.
Business days and hours are: Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

The interior of the upscale NoLita boutique, Language. (Photo/ language-nyc.com)

By ZANETA REID
Arts Editor

Kee Ling Tong’s The Chocolate Garden
serves up an assortment of unusual and
tasty treats that would whet any chocolate
lovers’ appetite (Photo/ pastyscoop.com)

If you’re looking for a different standard in
fashion, and ultimately do not mind paying a
few extra dollars, then the NoLita boutique
Language might just be your curtain call.
Situated in perhaps one of the busiest shopping
areas in New York City, the small boutique
stills manages to serve up a catering atmosphere to their clientele.
The 2,500 sq. ft space the boutique harbors
was originally a laundromat, but expect no
wishy-washy items on display here. Language
is an eclectic mix of home furnishings, beauty
goods, accessories, and high-quality couture
items that will make you mind unravel. A few
of the major names in the fashion world that
you find at hand are: Chloe, Pucci, and Yves
Saint Laurent just to get you excited.

The customer service is worth mentioning as
well. The staff is knowledgeable and willing
to lend their comments and expertise in the
choosing of your items without making you
feel belittled. You will also feel comfortable in
the studio store because of the ultra bright
lights, ample space, and plenty of mirror room.
Before you venture to this shopping haven of
famous designers, be prepared for the often
mind blowing prices. It is rare to find a clothing piece for under $100 and the home furnishings sold here are not exactly the economy friendly prices of Ikea. However, the prices
here should not stop you. If you love to shop
then the cost just happens to be a part of the
experience.
Language
238 Mulberry Street
New York, NY 10012
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Autografh Brings A Taste of Hip-Hop
Continued from Page 15
about all that? Do you feel just real blessed or
that it’s just your time?
G: Real blessed, I’m not even gonna lie to you,
I feel very blessed. Just the opportunity to be
here…providing people with good music, it’s a
blessing, no doubt about it. I’d never take it for
granted. I appreciate the fact, that dudes [are
listening] to what I got to say. It’s very much a
blessing, I appreciate it…the opportunity to be
here, to be able to put it down with the people…that’s why I’m still in the hood with those
that are less fortunate. I’m putting it down for
them. I’m extending my hands to dudes less
fortunate than me, putting them into the game.
I’m here to get dudes out of the hood, into this
game, so they can have a job, and try to do all
kinds of things, for the community. You know,
wherever I go, I see people less fortunate that I
can relate to, that could feel my pain. I’m going
to help them out, do what I can do for them.
T: All right, there was a big bidding war, where
you had a lot of labels looking to sign you…
G: Yeah, for sure, you know, there was a big
bidding war between, for me to, I mean, the
streets run this rap thing, man, the mixtape
thing is very real with you. The streets run this
rap game and I consider myself the voice of the
streets, all right, I do my thing. So when I put it
down in the mixtapes, man the streets went
crazy. They kept hollering, so I just rocked
everybody’s mixtape. The first one I got on
wasKay Slay. Then from there, it caused a biga** domino effect.
T: Yeah, so what did Sony offer that other
labels didn’t? A bigger deal?
G: Yeah, you know, I just came about it, ‘cause
all the mixtape, I got a big deal. There was a

big bidding war, between Def Jam, Warner
Bros., Capitol, Sony, you know, all the majors.
That started a big buzz, so when I signed with
Sony, I got my distribution deal for my company, Blackhand. You know, it was crazy. I got a
nice deal.
T: So, what does the album offer fans?
G: Just some real music. There’s a lot [of] introspective joints, I’m gonna let you know who I
am, open my heart to you, let you know what’s
really going on in Autografh. Real creativity,
man, just ideas man, new ideologies. Saying
what I wanna say, how I really feel. Let you get
some insight into who I am. They gotta expect
a crazy-a** flow, which you never heard
before.

“You know, wherever I go,
I see people less fortunate
that I can relate to, that
could feel my pain. I’m
going to help them out, do
what I can do for them.”
T: Yeah, let’s talk about the flow, because it’s
crazy, you switch it up a lot.
G: Yeah, every time I write, I do a new flow. I
just can’t help it. That’s my style, doing a new
style every time. Just the real word pattern and
the words just flow over…That’s why you definitely gotta get used to me, ‘cause you’re
gonna hear that, you won’t get it at first, but
you’re gonna get used to it. Just get used to it,
‘cause I’m gonna be here for a while.
Derek (a supporter/fan who wanted to ask a

question): This is that kid Derek again, you
know, pain in the a**. Just one question from
me was, what makes a Blackhand artist? Every
label has, like, their niche, it’s like…OK, this is
what makes a Roc-a-Fella artist, and this is
what makes an Inc. artist. Blackhand is more
than a label; it’s like a movement that started
from the streets. I know you got other artists,
like you got one from Alabama, I know Sash
from North Carolina…so, what makes a
Blackhand artist?
G: Well, most [of] the artists that are here, their
life was in the streets. I’m not saying that they
were gangsta and all that, but they definitely
got their background in the streets. My man
from Alabama, his life was crazy, my man
Stallone, you gotta get used to him also. And
we got Sash Bacardi, all of those dudes… these
are real dudes, making real music, putting their
struggle on the record. What really makes a
Blackhand artist, is the artistry, the creativity,
your ability to put it down and make a dope
song. That’s what makes a Blackhand artist
man, keeping it real with yourself, keeping it
real with us. We don’t snitch over here, we
always keep it real, honest to God, and it
reflects in our music, so we can make good
music, and put it down for the people. So if I
hear somebody that embodies all that , they’re
a Blackhand artist. That’s what it’s all about,
honor, respect and discipline.
T: So, I’m reading on you website, how a family friend told you to give up rap for another
career, like staying in school, what have you.
Then your demo floats around and lands in the
hands of the same family friend. I mean, how
crazy is that and how much do you think your
life is guided by fate?

Blackhand, so he put me under his wing and
tried to show me the proper way to go about
that. You know, “you doing it wrong, do it like
this.” I went to school, went to St. John’s, but,
I was still doing my music. And that got hot in
the hood. My name Grafh was buzzing in the
hood. He always had the Blackhand company
running the business side, you know, I was
down with Blackhand, that was my fam, I just
wasn’t doing music at first [with them]. I sent
my demo to him and he was like “Damn, Grafh
is crazy. I gotta get with him.” He didn’t know
me as Grafh, he knew me as Phil.That’s my real
name. He was like, damn, I got someone who
knows who Grafh is. My man, not knowing I’m
with Chaz all the time, was like “Yo, I’ma bring
you to Chaz, man…” I was like, “Yeah, let me
go meet Chaz.” So I’m just laughing, he’s
waiting, I come in the office. He’s waiting to
meet Grafh and I’m right there. He was like
“What up Phil,” [I responded] “What up Chaz.”
He’s waiting for Grafh. I’m like, “I’m right
here.” You know, we just took it from there and
made history.
T: Any last words? Anything left you want to
tell the public?
G: Yeah, my name’s Grafh yo! Get used to
me! The album Autografh is dropping in June.
Go to your bootleg and get it. [Laughter] The
first single is “I Don’t Care.” I need you to surf
the net, and look for the kid. I’m all over the
place; we got www.grafh.net. That’s G-R-A-FH. Get on there, you could see the bang out
video. Just surf the net, period. Look all over
the place, I’m all over the streets. I’m making
the Internet real hood right now. You gotta
support your boy, get the mixtapes and all that.
Hold me down.

G: It’s really guided by fate, ‘cause after my
pops got shot, I was wilding in the streets a little bit, and Chaz [the family friend] was on

Expressions
Painter

Happy Sorrow

Please Don’t

Never Once

She paints her story in gray shade quietly
in the corner
She chooses paintbrush over blade
When she becomes a loner.

Survival of this nightmare
Addicting & tasty
My tears fill my laugh lines
As I continue to crumble
Addicting & tasty
The scars of your gashes
Draw me to your violent embrace
Addicting & tasty
The light is not that appealing
The darkness becomes my ensemble
Addicting & tasty
Acceptance except to be happy
Denial denied-I know this destiny is mine
Serenity surrenders, it disolves into the
hell below
No way to change
No reason to change
Content with chaos
Tasty like torment
Addicting like aggravation
Denial don’t live here anymore
I know this destiny is all for me...

Don’t promise me
The moons and the stars
Don’t tell me
There's a galaxy
Where dreams never end
Because they do
Even when your wildest ones
Come true
There’s just one thing
That blows my mind
Tell me why...
Why make promises you can’t keep?
In the end
“Forever” is but a dream
That we both wished would come true.

Never once have I had to say goodbye to
something that was never lost

By Alice Wong

I always felt like you were demanding
nothing from me but I wanted to give you
so much more

Meaningless words needs not be said
So she shall paint in silence.
Her sorrow canvas will reflect,
Her brush escapes the guidelines.
Someday her story she will tell
in paintings of her soul.
Somehow this all will end up well
When she will let it go.
By Kati Butenop

Untitled
I stopped for Love, but he did not stop
for me
I gave my heart, my all, with complete
charity
Instead of receiving and acquiring what I
deserved
My heart bleed unmercifully and my
Love did not preserve
So instead of waiting and watching and
hoping and feeling
I am crying and dying and broken and
seething
All because of the man named Love who
did not stop for me
I will never stop again for Love, not until
eternity
By Stylin Sweetz

By Claudia Martinez
My Dream
I dream of far away places
Beyond what I can see
The sparkle of the moonlit sky
The ocean beneath my feet
Reflecting the visions of
My past,present & future
A world unknown
To both you and me
Whirlwinds of emoticons
Spinning round and round
Where our journey ends
No one can tell
Can't you see
Nothing lasts forever?
By Alice Wong

Freeflow J-Mo
Lost again, but you know that J-Money’s
back at it
I need you like crack cuz I’m a crack
addict
You heard about Mary, the girl, quite contrary
Had the same romance like Sally and
Harry
But I’m not Billy Crystal and she’s not
Meg Ryan
Tell you that I loved her and children I
ain’t lyin’
And I ain’t acting.
Won’t do what you want; I’m better than
that
Players, pimps, hos, pidgeons and rats
No need to be easy, no need to play hard
Get the best results when you play from
your heart
Freestyle freely, and with poetry I start
To let go of my feelingd that came from
Cupid’s dart.
By J-Money

I always felt the pangs of my eyes burning like deep fire
Did you want me to say “hello” without
even a glance my way
Never once have I had the nerve to walk
towards you or even ask you to come my
way
Love was never once a thought that
crossed my eyes before

People all around me love to ask why or
how I had the courage to go on
But courage isn’t even a thought when
the only place for me to go is down
When I’m there, I won’t be alone, I will
be waiting there patiently for you
But knowing my luck I will be there
waiting and yet you still won’t come.
How does life mean anything to you
when you disregard every thing scared
and special to us?
Luck isn’t on my side and sadly now I
know that you are not as well.
By Unchained Love
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Undergraduate Townhall Meeting
-Come ask questions
- Be informed
-Have fun
Ned Regan will be present
Tuesday, March 30th 7 p.m.
Multi-Purpose Room
Refreshments will be served.

Sponsored by The Ticker
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2004 USG Presidential Debate
Featuring:
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Sime
Marnika

Adrian
Lovell
Sponsored by The Ticker
from 1 p.m. - 2 p.m.
Thursday, April 15
Room 3-160 VC
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Ray Rankis – Dedicated Coach, Loving Father, True Ambassador (Part II)
By PETER KWON
Staff Writer

Baruch Men’s Head Basketball Coach Ray
Rankis. (Photo/ The Ticker Archives)

Coach Rankis List of Favorites:
City: Paris
Types of Foods: Italian, Mexican, Thai
Beer: Pilsner Urquell
Television Shows: Curb Your Enthusiasm, The
Sopranos, Six Feet Under
Movie: It Happens Every Spring (1949)
Contemporary Actor: Tim Robbins
Type of Music: Everything but hip-hop
Musical Band: The Kinks
Sports Book: Jim Bouton’s Ball Four
Non-Sports Book: Jonathan Franzen’s The
Corrections
Basketball Teams: Utah Jazz (Karl Malone and
John Stockton Era), New York Knicks (196974)
Knicks Players: Dave DeBuschere, Earl
Monroe
Non-Basketball Team: Mets
Favorite Met: Ron Swoboda
Coaches: Dean Smith, Al McGuire, John
Wooden
Coke or Pepsi: Coke
Big Mac or Whopper: Whopper
Kobe, Lebron, or Shaq: Shaq
The following is a continuation of the interview conducted with Baruch’s Men’s Head
Basketball Coach Ray Rankis. Part I was covered in last week’s Ticker (see Volume 85, Issue
5, March 15, 2004). Topics relating to the
coach’s first steps into coaching and his family
life were shared. Part II will focus more on the
coach’s thoughts about the current team, his
coaching philosophy and his mindset preparing
for next season.
The Ticker: What are your thoughts on your
assistant coaches?
Rankis: I have a lot of them. All of them don’t
get paid. I think your assistant coaches have to
be bold and nervy enough to tell you what you
may not want to hear.
T: Tell you?
R: Tell me. They must be able to be prepared
to say, “Ray, you screwed up!” And all of my
coaches do that, because I screw up a lot.
T: How many assistant coaches do you have
right now?
R: I don’t know <laughs>. Well we are in a
state of flux. We have [Joseph] Machli, and
Machli doesn’t even get paid for it. He is our
facilities director. Then we have Gary Siano
and Fred Cotrell who do get paid for it. Then
we’ve had people like Stan Simmons, who has
been with us for six years. He doesn’t get paid.

He’s a volunteer. He has his own job, but he
loves to help out and go out to recruit and scout
and help us.
T: Wasn’t there an ex-player of yours that
helped out this past season?
R: Danny Guilford this year was also helping
out. And he was kind of like a volunteer assistant. He was around the school and I just asked
him if he could help us out. And the players
respect him greatly.
T: You seem to have names for your various
offensive sets.
R: I steal well. <laughs>
T: When you say Carolina offense, when you
say St. John’s offense, can you explain what
that means?
R: Sometimes if we call something, it’s because
that particular school has run it or I remember
them running it. Sometimes you have to just
give a name - red, blue, black or green - so it’s
easy that way. And we do a lot of sets where if
we don’t get a quick hitter, meaning the quick
basket, we go into a motion offense. Actually,
that was one of our real weaknesses this year.
We did not flow seamlessly into our secondary
offense and into our motion game or passing
game.
T: What about your general coaching philosophy?
R: From a philosophy standpoint, we like to
keep it as simple as possible, but we understand
that sometimes you can’t be simple in order to
score. So you teach what your players can
learn. Some years you have players that are
very experienced or you have players that have
returned and you can go right into your team
stuff pretty fast and you are just making sure
you have the fundamentals down. Other years
you have to spend a lot of time doing this, and
that was this year.
T: Yes.
R: And that happens. So philosophically, it’s
not much different. Someone is open, you give
it to them. Try to help your teammate. Be a
good teammate, both on and off the court.
Defensively, work hard offensively. Be cool.
Be calm. Don’t be scared.
T: Do you have a way of attacking your opponent’s defenses?
R: Yeah, we practice it. Every now and then,
we may see something that will catch us off
guard. And as a coach, you have to be very
quick with the answer. Sometimes you are
going to have to tell them what to do, even
though you don’t think it is fundamentally or
completely sound.
T: Right.
R: They need to see the leadership. It’s like
during a timeout, your stomach may be
wrenching and turning also, but they need to
see a calmness or even a smile on your face to
let them know, “Hey this is a basketball game.
We’re O.K. We will weather the storm.”
T: What about your practices? Do you like to
be hard on your players?
R: When they don’t run hard, we make them
run. They yawn, we make them do push-ups.
And so what happens is I don’t consider myself
a martinet or dictator, but what we like to do is
we try to be as organized as possible. That
actually was one of our weaknesses this year,
our practices, because I did not always have a
second coach with me. So what happens is you
have to do more team stuff and you can’t do
enough breakdowns, individual work, and individual fundamentals. We had a team that needed more individual work and individual funda-

mentals this year.
T: There wasn’t a player on the team that
helped you with your practices?
R: We use our players to coach. We would have
our point guards or sometimes our captains if
we are reviewing our offensive sets. I would
have one group of five or six on one side of the
court and another group of five or six on the
other side of the court, and they would run
through their stuff. Their job is to also to make
sure they guide people through it. And you do
it so they can get to know each other better, so
they feel comfortable doing that.
T: Right.
R: So, yeah you can have them help you in that
regard. And then with the seniors or the upper
classmen, I always ask them to keep an eye on
the freshmen, to kind of hold their hand and
help them and tell them what to expect and
what behaviors are appropriate. And also to
work with them on individual moves, because
that is what happened to them when they were
freshmen.
T: Well regarding the off-season, how do you
prepare for next season?
R: Well, first thing I do is I meet with each of
my players. And the meetings can be anywhere
from like half-hour to an hour, hour and a half.
Some I stay with much longer. Some I have a
different relationship with or a better relationship. And we will talk non-basketball stuff,
making sure that they are doing the right thing
academically.
T: Right.
R: Making sure that they have a job for the
summer. Making sure that they are playing
summer league ball. Then we critically analyze
each of the players on the team. They can be as
harsh as they want because when I speak to
those other players, I don’t say well Jimmy
said, “Peter never passes the ball,” or something like that. So we look to do that. And then
I also ask them to tell me what they would do
differently if they were the coach.
T: Sure.
R: Do we need to press more? Do we need to
work more on conditioning? Do we have to
change substitution patterns in practice, that
kind of stuff. Fortunately, I have coached long
enough and I think the players are comfortable
enough, or at least most of them, certainly the
upperclassmen, that they will tell me like it is.
T: How about your recruiting class? Are you
excited about the potential newcomers?
R: We are recruiting very heavily. We felt we
were not a good defensive team last year, so we
are primarily looking to recruit defenders.
Guys who can play good defense and honestly
some players who are talented. And I think
that’s important. So we have a lot of feelers out
there. We have two or three definites out there
that are coming in. And after that, we have
another half a dozen to nine leads where we
think we are very comfortable on, like two or
three of them panning out, with one or two particularly who are real impact players that we
feel will make us a better team.
T: Do you have a favorite all-time Bearcat?
R: I don’t have a favorite. I have had so many
that I have enjoyed coaching. In fact, I just got
an e-mail from one of my players who I have
not heard from in over six to seven years. He’s
a lawyer down in Atlanta, Gary Roberts. He
wrote a very beautiful note. He says I was very,
very important to him in his life, counseling
and everything. He used to run a barbershop in
the team locker room. During club hours, guys

Baruch Sports Briefs
Men’s Volleyball
3/4 @ City Tech W 3-2
(30-21, 30-25, 23-30, 28-30, 15-8)
Greg Waldvogel recorded 18 kills, 13 digs, and
four service aces, while Joseph Son had 13 kills
and two service aces. King Cheng added three
kills and 32 assists.

3/9 @ CCNY L 0-3
(31-33, 20-30, 23-30)
Starting setter King Cheng was absent due to
sickness, and a subsequent injury in the game
to back up setter Jose Ra put the Bearcats at a
disadvantage. Greg Waldvogel led the team
with eight kills, while Ra picked up 20 assists
and 26 digs. Joseph Son added 18 digs.

3/13 vs. Brooklyn (@ Hunter) W 3-1
(30-18, 24-30, 30-23, 30-26)
Baruch beat Brooklyn in a four-game match
behind the solid efforts of Greg Waldvogel (21
kills, four service aces), King Cheng (47
assists, three kills), and Jose Ra (17 kills, 10
digs).

3/13 vs. Medgar Evers (@Hunter) L 0-3
(28-30, 27-30, 23-30)
King Cheng led Baruch with 25 assists, and
Joseph Son added 12 kills and 11 digs.

3/16 @ Lehman W 3-2
(33-31, 22-30, 30-25, 28-30, 15-12)

Joseph Son stepped up to notch 18 kills and 15
digs. King Cheng picked up a season high 67
assists.
The win brings Baruch to 10-9 overall and 9-4
in the CUNYAC.

The CUNYAC Tournament gets underway at
Hunter College on Tuesday, March 23.

*All the information in “Baruch Sports
Briefs” is provided by Baruch Sports
Information and the Baruch College
Intercollegiate Athletics website.

Compiled By: PETER KWON
Staff Writer

Rookie standout Greg Waldvogel had another
great match picking up 22 kills and 12 digs.

would be taking numbers. He’s a black guy and
I would ask him, “Do you do Caucasian
heads?” And he said, “That’s who I learned
on.” He was a terrific, terrific young man, wife
and family. I’ve got so many favorites.
T: Do you have any opinions on the women’s
basketball? Coach Bob DiNardo, where they
are at with their program?
R: I’ve seen at least 10-12 of their games. I
love watching them play. They play with great
enthusiasm. I keep my finger out of there. It’s
tough enough coaching the men’s team.
T: Why do you think basketball tends to be a
game of runs? Do you believe in that?
R: I definitely believe in that. That’s one of the
things, during a timeout when you are trying to
stop their run, I say this is their run. I think it’s
just human nature. You hit a basket. One of
your guys dunks the ball. You get a nice steal.
You see a little bit of fear in the other team’s
eyes. You suddenly become bolder, more
aggressive.
T: What about when it goes the other way,
when it goes against you? How do you stop
that?
R: Change of defense, timeouts, sub here or
there, another timeout.
T: Key in on the player that is going strong.
R: Yeah, if it is that. Usually, what happens
when there is like a run, it’s usually off your
own turnovers. What we try to do when the
other team is on a run is we try to get to the foul
line. We try to take something strong to the
basket. You get to the foul line, at least now
you know you are going to get a point or two
and you kind of stopped things. You want to
take it strong to the hole.
T: Any opinions on the support you get from
the fans? It would be nice to see more students
come out to the games.
R: I this last year it was a lot more and I think
the newness of the [ARC gym] was great. I
think this year we had a lot of games that were
not during the semester. And so we suffered as
the students were not around. Last year, we
only had nine home games, and I think maybe
two were during the school week.
T: You had a lot of weekend games.
R: We had weekend games. We had lot of
January games. And I intentionally schedule a
lot of January games because they [the players]
are students.
T: Yeah, exactly!
R: So they have final exams. We start practice
about three days, four days before the final
exams. School doesn’t start until around
February 1 again so by the time we are finished,
they aren’t even close to the midterms. So I try
to do that intentionally. The other part is next
year, we had only nine home games [this year],
but next year we got like 13-14 home games so
it will be a lot better.
T: It would be nice to see more students come
out to the games.
R: So would I. We have to promote it.
T: Why pay 40-50 dollars to go watch a Knicks
or Nets game when you can come out to watch
your own school team for free?
R: And I tell you, you will get a better charge
out of it. You will have a better time.
T: Coach, on behalf of The Ticker, thank you
very much for your time.
R: Anytime. It was my pleasure.
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Kathy Maher Pitches Perfect Softball Baseball Team Opens Exhibition
Game in Rout of City Tech (20-0)
Season With Win Over NYU
BROOKLYN, N.Y. -- Baruch opened up
their 2004 season in dramatic fashion as
pitcher Kathy Maher pitched a perfect
game in a 20-0 rout of City Tech at the
Floyd Bennet Complex in Brooklyn, New
York.
Maher struck out 10 of the 15 batters she
faced on the mound, while batting 3-for-4
with a double, single, and two runs
scored.
The game ended after five innings due to
the softball mercy rule.
The Bearcats scored 14 runs in the top
of the first inning.
Baruch received terrific contributions in
their season opener from many players
such as Nathalie Laureano (2 doubles, 2
RBI), Rose Tejada (2 runs scored), Jessica
Terrusa (3 runs scored), and Alexandra
Stamatiades (2 walks, 2 runs scored).

Kathy Maher struck out 10 of 15 batters in
her perfect game against City Tech. (Photo/
Baruch Sports Information)

MEN’S VOLLEYBALL

Athlete Profile of the Week:
King Cheng

Baruch men’s volleyball team captain King
Cheng. (Photo/ Baruch Sports Information)

By PHILLIP GONG
Sports Editor
In this week’s “Athlete Profile of the Week,”
Baruch men’s volleyball team captain, King
Cheng, described the volleyball team’s regular
season performance. His opinions on Baruch’s
playoff prospects (which begin tomorrow at
Hunter College) are also presented in this
week’s athlete profile. In order for the Bearcats
to succeed, they need talent and trust.
Though the Bearcats have played well this
year (10-9 overall, 9-4 CUNYAC), Cheng
believes they are capable of playing even better
if they believe in one another’s skills. When
asked about how the men’s volleyball season
has progressed, Cheng replied, “Right now we
are at our lowest point. We are breaking down.
We just have to have trust in each other’s abilities.”
Cheng brought up the word “trust” on several occasions throughout the course of the inter-

view. He felt the team plays at its best when
there is unity out on the court, but this unity
does not always show on the court. This “trust”
has been critical for the team to succeed,
believed Cheng: “If we’re doing well in a
game, our team unity and trust in one another
really shows.”
Another problem the team has faced this year
has been their tendency to give up leads to inferior teams. When asked about this, Cheng
answered by quoting men’s volleyball head
coach, Justin Stack. “We could handle prosperity well, but we can’t handle adversity.”
Despite the problems the team has had during
the regular season, Cheng believes there are
positives heading into the playoffs, with one
positive being the team’s tremendous talent.
Cheng believes that Baruch can beat Hunter
(17-7 overall, 14-0 CUNYAC), the perennial
volleyball favorite to win the tournament, if
they have the heart and the execution. The talent is definitely there, noted the Bearcats captain. The only question that may arise is if the
talent will come out during game time.
More times than not, the talent will indeed
come out. Bearcats’ coach Stack has helped
lead Baruch to second place in the standings
with his effective coaching style. Cheng pointed out that coach Stack does not yell at his
players and instead gets up off the bench and
tries to motivate them throughout the game.
According to Cheng, what makes Stack a good
coach is his knowledge of the game. “He’s like
a player’s coach; he understands the situation.
He understands from the player’s perspective
and not just from the coach’s perspective,”
commented Cheng.
Led by the play of Cheng (7.14 assists/game
in CUNYAC) and teammate Greg Waldvogel
(3.71 kills/game in CUNYAC), Baruch will
have the talent to be competitive in the men’s
volleyball CUNYAC Championships.
*Statistics and team records are accurate as of
3/18/04

Calling All Bearcat Fans!
Want to Catch Exciting Action on the Diamond?
Interested in Covering Women’s Softball?
Then Please Contact the Sports Editor:
icemanpg1701@migente.com

Baruch first baseman Nick Balalis taking a pitch in last weekend's exhibition game against
NYU. The Bearcats won 26-8. (Photo/ Shan-san Wu)

By SHANSAN WU
Staff Writer
The Baruch baseball team saw its first action
of the season last weekend, defeating NYU by
a score of 23-8.
Originally scheduled as the team’s season
opener, the contest was downgraded to exhibition status later in the week by the CUNYAC
because of NYU’s baseball program’s current
lack of a conference affiliation.
Intended as a doubleheader as well, both sides
decided to shorten the day’s contest to one
game because of the extreme cold weather.
But the freezing wind blowing across the diamond at Brooklyn’s American Legion Field on
Saturday, March 13, did not dampen Bearcat
hopes, or their bats.
“We came out and we wanted it today,” said
first-year Baruch baseball head coach, Miguel
Iglesias. “We’ve been working hard.”
It showed, at least on offense, as the team
jumped out to an early 9-1 lead against NYU
starter, Stan Kuklik. Outfielder Arby Gega (45, 5 runs scored), catcher Edgar Morales (2-4,
4 RBI) and second baseman Alberto Nieves (25, 4 RBI) were just some of the Bearcats’ hitting standouts on a day when every player in
the Baruch starting lineup scored at least one
run. The Bearcats finished the game with 23
runs on 17 hits and 19 RBIs.
Kuklik, who struggled at times, was replaced

in the fifth after surrendering 10 hits and 11
runs overall in four innings pitched. Only five
of those runs were earned, however, implying
that his defenders behind him were struggling a
bit as well.
Both sides made numerous fielding errors
that led to opposing unearned runs all day.
Baruch made six; NYU made 11.
“I think under better [weather] conditions it
would have been a better game,” said Iglesias.
Despite falling behind by 10, NYU mounted a
mid-game rally after finding little success
against Baruch starter, Tristan Cetto (2 IP, 1
hit). Led by shortstop Alvin Coreia’s four RBIs
and clutch hitting from centerfielder Evan
Charter against Bearcat pitchers Han Chai (2
IP, 3 hits, 4 runs) and Thomas Fusaio (2 IP, 3
hits, 3 runs), NYU scored seven runs total in
the fourth and sixth innings.
But Baruch put to rest any ideas of a comeback, crossing the plate five times in the fifth
against Kuklik’s replacement, NYU pitcher,
Dave Parfit.
The end of the game belonged solely to the
Bearcats after Baruch pitcher Ricardo Estrada
closed out the contest with three innings of
one-hit ball, and Baruch hitters added seven
more runs in the top of the ninth against a tiring
Parfit (5 IP, 7 hits, 12 runs) who, finding himself in a mop-up role, was left out to dry on the
mound.

Upcoming Baruch Bearcats Sports Schedule
Sport

When

Opponent

Where

Men’s
Volleyball

Tue. 3/23 @ 5/6:30 p.m.
Thu. 3/25 @ 5/6:30 p.m.

CUNYAC Quarterfinals
CUNYAC Semis/Finals

Hunter
Hunter

Men’s
Baseball

Tue.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

3 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
Noon

N.J. City University
Purchase (SUNY)
Vassar
John Jay

N.J. City U.
Purchase
Vassar
Baruch*

Women’s
Softball

Wed. 3/24 @
Thu. 3/25 @
Sat. 3/27 @
Sun. 3/28 @

4 p.m.
4 p.m.
11 a.m
Noon

York
Medgar Evers
CSI
College of St. Elizabeth

York
Medgar Evers
CSI
St. Elizabeth

Men’s
Tennis

Sat. 3/27 @ Noon

John Jay

NTC**

3/23 @
3/25 @
3/27 @
3/28 @

*Home games are played at Roberto Clemente State Park in the Bronx
**NTC= National Tennis Center

